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Kopi af http://www.banknyt.dk 08-02-2023. Time. 21.30  

 

Read here about the organized crime such as fraud and corruption in Denmark, and which the Danish 

state, including the government, the Parliament, judges who, together with the Danish Financial 

Supervisory Authority, deliberately and dishonestly cover up, partly so that Jyske Bank does not lose the 

right to conduct financial business in Denmark, and because the Danish State wants the State's financial 

interests in Jyske Bank to face Danish and international legislation. 1. Danish citizen asks Prime Minister 

Mette Frederiksen about the state's complicity in undermining the legal system. 

 

How deep is the corruption among Danish judges. Would you like to share this information with your friends and 

colleagues, about the Danish government, the Ministry of State and the Ministry of Justice, which together with 

several judges are covering up, that the Danish bank Jyske Bank A/S has bribed Lundgren's lawyer partner 

company, not to present the client's fraud and false case against Jyske Bank A/S 

 

Print a copy of the last bank news page from this link. 14-01-2023.  / See some of the shared documents at 

banking news and emails here. 

JYSKE BANK BILEN. / The Banking News. UPDATED LATEST 05-02-2023. Time. 21.00. 

Læs siden på Dansk her Link. 
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http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/14-01-2023.-kl.-15.15.-Til-Jyske-Bank-koncernen-0g-myndighederne-Kopi-www.banknyt.dk-for-gennemgang-og-evt.-rettelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/04-01-2023-here-at-banknyt-you-will-find-here-the-total-shared-documents-that-have-been-shared-to-one-extent-or-another-over-the-years-from-2016-to-2023-documents-are-both-in-danish-and-english/
http://banknyt.dk/04-01-2023-here-at-banknyt-you-will-find-here-the-total-shared-documents-that-have-been-shared-to-one-extent-or-another-over-the-years-from-2016-to-2023-documents-are-both-in-danish-and-english/
http://banknyt.dk/velkommen-til-min-fortaelling-saadan-er-korruption-og-bestikkelse-mellem-store-virksomheder-i-danmark-hvilken-den-regeringen-sammen-med-flere-dommere-og-advokater-er-diraeke-medvirkende-til/
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Do you want to write an article, or make a documentary about 

corrupt judges and a legal system in disrepair. 

  

Here is a good story about judicial murder, corruption and bribery, fraud, and 

abuse of power. 

When Danish banks bribe lawyers not to present fraud cases against themselves, 

and employed Supreme Court judges say this is not a violation of good legal 

practice, then the population and the legal community have lost. 

 

When the government and the Danish state themselves cover up corruption in 

Denmark, the reason must be that the government itself is directly involved, or 

protects its own economic interests, such as the state's cooperation with Jyske Bank 

in particular. 

  

08-02-2023. kl. 06.53. - Gmail. Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen and the Minister 

of Justice Peter Hummelgaard, It is right that the Danish State is complicit or 

allows Danish Banks like Jyske Bank A/S to use bribes. 

Which is attached this page banking news. with an inserted letter to the Danish 

State att the Prime Minister, and the Minister of Justice, attached copys of 

documentation that supports the accusations against Denmark's second largest 

bank, Jyske Bank, for having bribed Lundgren's lawyer partner company, 2 of the 

former employees of Lundgren's lawyers Mette Marie Nielsen and Emil Hald 

Wendelboe Vinsstrøm who helped Jyske Bank to oppose the presentation of the 

client's fraud case against Jyske Bank, and who helped the bank to continue the 

fraud. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/08-02-2023.-kl.-06.53.-Prime-Minister-and-the-Minister-of-Justice-It-is-not-right-that-the-Danish-State-is-complicit-or-allows-Danish-Banks-to-use-bribes..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/08-02-2023.-kl.-06.53.-Prime-Minister-and-the-Minister-of-Justice-It-is-not-right-that-the-Danish-State-is-complicit-or-allows-Danish-Banks-to-use-bribes..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/08-02-2023.-kl.-06.53.-Prime-Minister-and-the-Minister-of-Justice-It-is-not-right-that-the-Danish-State-is-complicit-or-allows-Danish-Banks-to-use-bribes..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/07-02-2023.-kl.-13.30.-Inkl.-2-mails-til-indsat-med-bilag-Engelsk-kopi-www.banknyt.dk-til-Statsminister-Mette-Frederiksen-Statsministeriet-og-flere..pdf
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Collective documentation that precisely Mette Marie Nielsen together with Emil 

Hald Wendelbo Vindstrøm have worked to undermine their client's case, and that 

these 2 lawyers have actually helped Jyske Bank with organized fraud, can be 

found in the complaint 05-06-2020. appendix 1 to 233. which you can see a little 

further down the page here. 

 

The have since changed jobs, and you can find the 2 lawyers 

here today February 2023. 

Mette Marie Nielsen. LinkedIn. du kan sende en Mail til Mette Marie 

Nielsen her. Attorney-at-law @ Danske Bank A/S. Homepage Danske 

Bank A/S. 

 

Emil Hald Wendelbo Vinstrøm. LinkedIn. du kan sende en Mail til 

Emil Hald Wendelbo Vinstrøm her. Attorney-at-law @ Rambøll A/S. 

Homepage  Rambøll A/S. 

 
Mette Marie Nielsen. der i dag er ansat som advokat i Danske Bank A/S 

14-12-2018. HØR OPTAGELSEN HER. /  

14-12-2018. Bilag AH. Afskrift af samtalen. 

. 

Samtaler er brugt i klage over Lundgrens, for at have været klient dybt u-Loyal, vildledt og 

modarbejdet klienten for at skuffe i retsforhold mod Jyske Bank A/S, ved ikke at fremlægge 

klientens påstande og synspunkter, på trods af, at dette gøres klart i samtaler. 

05-06-2020. Klagens fremlagte Bilag 87. og Bilag 91. er her blevet renset for kommentar, og 

fremlagt som Bilag AH. og AI. 

. 

18-12-2018. HØR OPTAGELSEN HER. / samtale. 

18-12-2018. Bilag AI. Afskrift af samtale. 

foto Lundgrens. 

 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
https://www.google.com/search?q=Mette+Marie+Nielsen+Danske+Bank.+LinkedIn&newwindow=1&sxsrf=AJOqlzU6rbP9qme8Yv6yIXU8kLZOTbegfA%3A1675826429470&ei=_RTjY7qqHOGTxc8P1cSKgAg&ved=0ahUKEwj6nKL4-4T9AhXhSfEDHVWiAoAQ4dUDCA4&uact=5&oq=Mette+Marie+Nielsen+Danske+Bank.+LinkedIn&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzIHCAAQHhCiBDIFCAAQogQyBwgAEB4QogQyBwgAEB4QogQyBQgAEKIEOggIABCiBBCwAzoKCAAQHhCiBBCwAzoICCEQoAEQwwQ6CgghEKABEMMEEApKBAhBGAFKBAhGGABQ6QZY4BpgiiVoAXAAeACAAakBiAGMDJIBBDAuMTKYAQCgAQHIAQTAAQE&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
mailto:metnie@danskebank.dk
mailto:metnie@danskebank.dk
https://danskebank.com/da
https://danskebank.com/da
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ewinstroem?originalSubdomain=dk
mailto:ehvw@ramboll.dk
mailto:ehvw@ramboll.dk
https://dk.ramboll.com/kontakt
http://banknyt.dk/vedr-klage-over-lundgrens-advokater-26-06-2020-bad-vi-ceo-anders-christian-dam-og-jyske-banks-ledelse-om-ikke-at-udsaette-jyske-banks-kunder-for-bedrageri-ved-hjaelp-af-dokumentfalsk/bilag-87-a-mp3-14-12-18-mette-lundgrens-advokater-siger-der-er-styr-paa-bilag-fredag-kl-14-59-vi-skal-stole-paa-lundgrens/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Bilag-AH.-14-12-2018.-kl.-14.59-Udskrift-af-Samtale-mellem-Lundgrens-Mette-Marie-Nielsen.-Mette-lover-at-faa-det-hele-med-i-svarskriftet..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/vedr-klage-over-lundgrens-advokater-26-06-2020-bad-vi-ceo-anders-christian-dam-og-jyske-banks-ledelse-om-ikke-at-udsaette-jyske-banks-kunder-for-bedrageri-ved-hjaelp-af-dokumentfalsk/bilag-91-a-mp3-18-12-2018-kl-17-41-mette-marie-lundgrens-ringer-mette-marie-og-dan-mener-at-fremlaegge-svig-skader-sag/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Bilag-AI.-18-12-2018.-kl.-17.41.-udskrift-af-samtale-mellem-Mette-Marie-Lundgrens-og-klienten..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Emil Hald Winstrøm. der i dag er ansat advokat i Rambøll A/S 

22-03-2019. HØR OPTAGELSEN HER. /  

22-03-2019. Bilag AQ. Afskrift af samtalen. 

. 

Samtaler er brugt i klage over Lundgrens, for at have været klient dybt u-Loyal, vildledt og 

modarbejdet klienten for at skuffe i retsforhold mod Jyske Bank A/S, ved ikke at fremlægge 

klientens påstande og synspunkter, på trods af, at dette gøres klart i samtaler. 

05-06-2020. Klagens fremlagte Bilag 92. og Bilag 93. er her blevet renset for kommentar, og 

fremlagt som Bilag AQ. og AY. 

. 

08-07-2019. HØR OPTAGELSEN HER. del 1.  / samtale. 

08-07-2019. HØR OPTAGELSEN HER. del 2.  / samtale. 

08-07-2019. Bilag AY. Afskrift af sammenskrevet samtale. 

foto Lundgrens. 

 

 

Since both Mette Marie Nielsen together with Emil Hald Wendelbo Vindstrøm, 

have a central role in helping Jyske Bank with fraud, and that they did not present 

some of the client's fraud and false allegations against Jyske Bank A/S, and that 

their former employer Lundgrens has sued the client, for together with Jyske Bank, 

to undermine the former client's economy, in order to prevent the client and 

plaintiff from economically, to being able to pursue and continue the fraud case 

against the criminal Jyske Bank A/S to get the court's word, that Lundgren's 

lawyers must have a total of DKK 232,000 for not presenting the client's case 

against Jyske Bank. 

 

By the fact that they both Mette Marie Nielsen together and Emil Hald Wendelbo 

Vindstrøm, in bad faith and dishonestly, did not present the client case against 

Jyske Bank, with the allegations that you can read here, and then compare with 

what Lundgrens presented, and note that Lundgrens, will not hand over the 

pleadings, that Emil Hald Wendel presented on 2 September 2019. pleading 2. read 

and be convinced that Lundgrens is a corrupt law firm. 

http://banknyt.dk/vedr-klage-over-lundgrens-advokater-26-06-2020-bad-vi-ceo-anders-christian-dam-og-jyske-banks-ledelse-om-ikke-at-udsaette-jyske-banks-kunder-for-bedrageri-ved-hjaelp-af-dokumentfalsk/bilag-92-a-mp3-22-03-2019-14-51-emil-hald-lundgrens-bekrafter-der-er-9-vidner-og-at-alle-bilag-medtages-laes-bilag-62-63-135/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Bilag-AQ.-22-03-2019-kl.-14.51.-Afskrift-af-optaget-samtale-Lundgrens-Emil-Hald-Winstroem-og-Klient-om-sagen-paastande..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/vedr-klage-over-lundgrens-advokater-26-06-2020-bad-vi-ceo-anders-christian-dam-og-jyske-banks-ledelse-om-ikke-at-udsaette-jyske-banks-kunder-for-bedrageri-ved-hjaelp-af-dokumentfalsk/bilag-93-a-del-1-mp3-08-07-2019-samtale-emil-lundgrens-og-klienten-emil-bekrafter-det-handler-om-svig-bekrafter-igen-9-vidner/
http://banknyt.dk/vedr-klage-over-lundgrens-advokater-26-06-2020-bad-vi-ceo-anders-christian-dam-og-jyske-banks-ledelse-om-ikke-at-udsaette-jyske-banks-kunder-for-bedrageri-ved-hjaelp-af-dokumentfalsk/bilag-93-b-del-2-mp3-08-07-2019-samtale-emil-lundgrens-og-klienten-emil-bekrafter-det-handler-om-svig-bekrafter-igen-9-vidner/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Bilag-AR.-08-07-2019.-kl-15.35.-Afskrift-af-optaget-samtale-Lundgrens-Emil-Hald-Winstroem-og-Klient-om-sagen-paastande..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Bilag-AR.-08-07-2019.-kl-15.35.-Afskrift-af-optaget-samtale-Lundgrens-Emil-Hald-Winstroem-og-Klient-om-sagen-paastande..pdf
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Try to compare conversations with what I say must be presented, and with what 

Mette Marie Nielsen presents, and what Emil Hald Wendelbo Vinstrøm. And read 

the complaint and what the judge Kurt Rasmussen has decided together with Jens 

Steen Jensen who has close contacts with Jyske Bank director Per Skovhus, you 

will be able to see more about this in the attachment which was shared on 08-02-

2023. 

 

There is a main hearing in this case. BS-32089-2021.HEL Court Helsingør on 24 

February 2023. I would just like to request that the 2 lawyers confirm confirm the 

transcript conversations, as these are included as evidence, Both have actually 

helped Jyske Bank with fraud against their customer. 

  

 

This document an email from 6 February 2023. To the Prime Minister's Office and 

Parliament as well as Jyske Bank, with attachments, shows that the Danish state 

and government, at least since April 2019. 

have witnessed that Denmark's second largest bank, Jyske Bank, is behind 

organized crime, that Jyske Bank also use bribes, was first detected in 2019. No one 

dares to answer, since a even several judges are involved in the corruption, to cover 

up the criminal Danish Bank. 

06-02-2023. kl. 17.47. Gmail to Jyske Bank. Shall we be helped to clean up together. ?. I would 

rather take pictures of nature and do other hobbies, I therefore arsk Jyske Bank to help me, 

and that we forget everything that happened. 

 
30 January 2019. The Jyske Bank car visiting Silkeborg 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/06-02-2023-kl.-02.01.-20.00.-Gmail-the-Parlament-and-Mette-Frederiksen-Deler-med-Jyske-Bank.-Fwd_5.-februar-2023.-Prime-Minister-Mette-Frederiksen.-I-have-no-desire-for-war.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/06-02-2023.-kl.-17.47.Gmail-to-Jyske-Bank.-Shall-we-be-helped-to-clean-up-together..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/06-02-2023.-kl.-17.47.Gmail-to-Jyske-Bank.-Shall-we-be-helped-to-clean-up-together..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/06-02-2023.-kl.-17.47.Gmail-to-Jyske-Bank.-Shall-we-be-helped-to-clean-up-together..pdf
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In Tivoli, a ride on the Carousel costs DKK 80. If you join Jyske Bank A/S, it could cost you 

everything you own. and the state and the judges don't care, the authorities help Jyske Bank get 

away with the bank's fraud. Jyske Bank has received several invitations to speak with me, my door 

is open, if you think I am saying something wrong, so please correct me and correct me. but If I tell 

the truth and you don't like it, then still keep your mouths shut unless you can contradict me. 

  

My calls have the following purpose, and my contact attempts 

have, in addition to the following purpose, a desire for change, 

understanding. 

1. The purpose of my appeal is partly to come into contact and dialogue with Jyske 

Bank's board and management, as I want to help Jyske Bank become a better bank, 

that will comply with all rules and legislation. 

2. And is Jyske Bank making mistakes, or is someone in the group doing something that 

goes against common sense, or against common decency, or has the bank violated the 

rules of good practice for banks. 

3. Or has Jyske Bank violated the law in some other way. 

  

And it is my wish that the board of directors, or someone else in Jyske Bank, an 

employee, lawyer, the management or someone else in the Jyske Bank group, is 

immediately made aware of one or more errors, initiates or contributes to inquiries 

being investigated, and that Jyske and to correct any mistakes, rather than trying 

to hide them in every possible way, as this will worsen Jyske Bank's chances of 

becoming a better bank. 

  

In short, I want to help Jyske Bank with my knowledge, to date I have not been 

able to get in touch, and get the group management or the board members to see, 

or listen to me yet, but I am still struggling to communicate with Jyske Bank's 

group management, as I believe that the Jyske Bank group has some problems with 

running a decent bank, and regardless of the fact, that no Danish authorities or 
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politicians want Danish Bank to comply with all rules and laws, this in no way 

prevents Jyske Bank from following and comply with the rules and laws that apply 

to the rest of the population. 

• And then I want the Danish government, the parliament and all their 179 politicians to 

join the fight to preserve legal certainty for all citizens in Denmark. 

• And that the authorities including the State Ministry, the Ministry of Justice, the 

Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, Danmarks Nationalbank and others respond 

to my inquiries. 

• And that the Danish authorities launch an impartial investigation of my information 

and shared documents as well as minor charges. 

  

If Jyske Bank A/S, and the Danish authorities continue to 

refuse to answer me to some of my inquiries. 

I will write in my books and elsewhere that Denmark, as a 

sovereign state, is directly contributing to the fact that large 

international Danish companies can violate the law as they 

wish, and that the Danish parliament puts the largest Danish 

companies above the Danish and international legislation. 
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Try asking yourself how a Jyske Bank car, with texts like: 

  

Jyske Bank taken for million frauds. 

Jyske Bank exposes the customer to gross fraud. 

Jyske Bank has bribed Lundgren's lawyers. 

  

For years it has been able to drive around, and here it is parked right outside the 

door to Jyske Bank store, where it has been parked for a total of 4 months. 

Without a single comment. 

Or that some have dared to make a single claim that it is a defamatory statement, 

and that without a single one wanting to make a comment. 

  

 
I have offered Jyske Bank to remove all advertisements like these on the cars, to which the group 

management has still not responded, if you missed my phone number it is. +4522227713, and I 

would like to speak to Jyske bank about this teasing. 
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We are talking here about organized crime, which is carried out by several people 

together, which should cause the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority to put 

Jyske Bank under stricter supervision, or that the Danish Financial Supervisory 

Authority deprives Jyske Bank A/S of the right to operate a bank in Denmark. 

What started as a joke back in 2016, has now become more serious, as it has 

involved both the Financial Supervisory Authority, the National Police, the 

prosecution, several members of the court board as well as the Danish State for 

actual complicity in Jyske Bank's fraud against customers, which I will get closer 

to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://banknyt.dk/
file:///C:/Users/Brug/OneDrive/Dokumenter/www.banknyt.dk
file:///C:/Users/Brug/OneDrive/Dokumenter/www.banknyt.dk
file:///C:/Users/Brug/OneDrive/Dokumenter/www.banknyt.dk
file:///C:/Users/Brug/OneDrive/Dokumenter/www.banknyt.dk
file:///C:/Users/Brug/OneDrive/Dokumenter/www.banknyt.dk
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I have repeatedly offered CEO Anders Dam to meet, and if Jyske Bank wants it I 

would like to remove my advertisements, Jyske Bank just needs to talk to me and 

we can agree to clean things up together and remove these advertisements. 

Here you see the first Jyske Bank car, with the first of many funny texts, which a 

customer sent to Jyske Bank, with the words asks BRASK THOMSEN STILL IN 

THE BANK, the car has constantly changed its transmission, which no one, not 

even a single one, has any comment on, you can guess why. 

  

 
A bank book from Brask Thomsen 

the customer's first bank book in Vesterbrogade 9. 
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And here are a few more Jyske Bank cars. 
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If the The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority members and the board of Nina 

Dietz Legind, Preben Lund Hansen, Marianne Rørslev Bock, Peter E. Storgaard, 

Svein Andresen, Paul Brüniche-Olsen, Thomas Elholm, Martin Tvede Zachariasen, 

Carsten Holdum, Steen Lohmann Poulsen were not to initiate an investigation of 

Jyske Bank's many criminal violations of the law can only be due to the fact that 

their intention is that the Danish The Danish Financial Supervisory Authority itself 

is instrumental in covering up Jyske Bank's open crimes which Ludgrens has also 

helped with, I will get to this further down the page. 

Unfortunately, the Danish FSA refuses to this date, to examine and verify some of 

my evidence against Jyske Bank, as these are matters that will cause Jyske Bank to 

lose the right to operate a financial business, which is why Jyske Bank loses its 

business foundation and Jyske Bank probably goes bankruptcy. 

  

Since the Danish state has large financial interests in Jyske Bank A/S, state and the 

authorities will and do everything in their power to cover up Jyske Bank's crimes, 

which even Danish judges are complicit in, and if there are some who have a second 

opinion, then book me for a meeting and conversation, so that we can correct any 

misunderstandings. 

My name is Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup, and I am apparently the only Dane, who 

wants to stop corruption in the Danish state, since no members of the government 

will answer some my inquiries, you have my telephone number, and I am looking 

for dialogue, as this could damage Denmark and Denmark's credibility, which is 

not my intention, and therefore I again invite Jyske Bank and the Prime Minister to 

a dialogue. 

Dear Mette Frederiksen and Anders Christian Dam, call me on +4522227713. 

Since I want to talk to you, I have positioned myself so that it is difficult for me to 

avoid coming into contact with you. 
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It should be noted that Marianne Rørslev Bock is the CFO of Scandinavian Tobacco Group 

A/S, the company that employed Mette Marie Nielsen, just after she had deliberately and I-

Loyalt worked for Lundgren's lawyers to damage the client's fraud and false case against 

Jyske Banks A/ S, who had bribed Lundgren's lawyers for this task. 

It should be noted that Peter E. Storgaard is deputy director and head of the Financial 

Stability department at Danmarks Nationalbank, who are also aware and aware that Jyske 

Bank is behind extensive abuse and exploitation in order to be able to do and get away with 

the bank's fraud. 

  

 
Do you know the Jyske bank car, which is here parked outside Jyske Bank at Gammel Kongevej 

136. Ask Jyske Bank if what is written on the car is true, since not a single one dares to confront 

Carsten. 
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Explanation.: This is how Jyske Bank starts fraud against the 

customers, fraud that develops into organized fraud, and 

where more and more employees become aware of the fraud, 

and help the criminals’ masterminds to cover up simple fraud. 

  

This page is a story about Jyske Bank's business methods, and where no illegalities 

are a problem for the Jyske Bank group, and their many employees, who are united 

in deceiving their customers. 

This page is part of my diary's story, but is also information about the state 

corruption, that exists in Denmark, and deals with several corrupt Danish judges 

and lawyers, who I write knowingly and dishonestly worked to cover up the 

corrupt lawyers, such as Lundgren's lawyer partner company who has deliberately 

and dishonestly helped the Jyske Bank group to disappoint in legal matters, in 

order to undermine the legal security of the amiable citizen in Danish society. 

  

 

I will touch on who, in addition to Lundgren's lawyers, has directly helped 

Denmark's second largest bank, Jyske Bank, to commit and continue organized 

fraud, and I will name the persons, and authorities who have actively or passively 

covered up the fraud, that the 2 employees Nicolai Hansen and Jeanett Kofoed-

Hansen in Jyske Bank A/S Helsingør together started back in 2008. a fraud I only 

by coincidence discovered in 2016, which was after Lund Elmer Sandager lawyers, 

by mistake, produced a document that Jyske Bank has hidden and used in 

connection with the beginning of the fraud. 
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I will make links to each of the many more criminal matters, that Jyske Bank in my 

story and against me is demonstrably behind, as it would be too extensive to 

describe here on the front page, which are mostly about corruption, and how 

corruption between Danish banks and lawyers takes place, as well as how the the 

Danish state has become complicit in corruption, by the authorities knowingly 

covering up the criminal and corrupt companies, as the Danish state itself has large 

financial interests in the criminal bank. 

 

 

Nicolai Hansen Jyske Bank Nordsjælland Erhverv Hillerød, started 30 December 

2008. along with Jeanett Kofoed-Hansen Jyske Bank Servicecenter København, an 

organized and cunning fraud against their customer, when the cheating bank 

starts, an interest rate swap, called an interest rate swap, which goes without saying 

you exchange interest rates. 

Jyske Bank starts by calculating interest at a fixed rate of 5.32% on a loan of DKK 

4,328,000. which does not exist, and since Jyske Bank raises a larger amount in 

interest on that loan, Jyske Bank at a similar interest rate SWAP 4,328,000 swaps 

interest. 

https://www.jyskebank.dk/kontakt/afdelingsinfo?departmentid=12762
https://www.jyskebank.dk/kontakt/afdelingsinfo?departmentid=13187
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Jeanett Kofoed-Hansen              Nicolai Hansen                           Casper Dam Olsen. 

Jyske Bank A/S.                           Jyske Bank A/S.                          Jyske Bank A/S.  

foto Jyske Bank.                           foto Jyske Bank.                          foto Jyske Bank. 

  

 

It is factually documented, that after Jeanett Kofoed-Hansen committed several 

violations of the provisions of the Criminal Code in 2009, such as abuse of power of 

attorney, forgery of documents, abuse of the bank's access to the land registry, that 

Jyske Banks employed Nicolai Hansen and Casper Dam Olsen again, and still 

together in association knowingly lies to the customer claiming that the customer 

has borrowed DKK 4,328,000. and subsequently rescheduled the loan. 

Nicolai Hansen and Casper Dam Olsen do this solely with the intention of hiding 

Jyske Bank's use of forged documents and abuse of power of attorney. 

And to continue deceiving the customer, so that Jyske Bank can fraudulently collect 

around DKK 2,500,000 in interest over the next 20 years. of a loan that does not 

exist and has never existed. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Jeanett+Kofoed-Hansen+ledelsen+from+the+criminal+danish+bank%2C+jyske+bank%2C+billeder%2C+banknyt%2C+linked%2C+twitter%2C+facebook%2C+proff.&newwindow=1&bih=746&biw=1536&hl=da&sxsrf=ALiCzsahXg1KJMVS0qbXwk3JWjehX-ZV0g%3A1672661622582&ei=dsqyY92PI-iIxc8Pvcik6A4&ved=0ahUKEwjdot-O7qj8AhVoRPEDHT0kCe0Q4dUDCA8&uact=5&oq=Jeanett+Kofoed-Hansen+ledelsen+from+the+criminal+danish+bank%2C+jyske+bank%2C+billeder%2C+banknyt%2C+linked%2C+twitter%2C+facebook%2C+proff.&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQA0oECEEYAUoECEYYAFCpEVipEWDGF2gBcAB4AIABAIgBAJIBAJgBAKABAqABAcABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
https://www.google.com/search?q=Nicolai+Hansen+linkedin+facebook+twitter+instagram+banknyt+Jyske+bank+fraud&newwindow=1&sxsrf=ALiCzsY2JQGUBM5aec700Inz8tFBAEHhcw%3A1672496245053&ei=dUSwY6zxAoWDqgHI3bi4CA&ved=0ahUKEwjs_8uEhqT8AhWFgSoKHcguDocQ4dUDCA8&uact=5&oq=Nicolai+Hansen+linkedin+facebook+twitter+instagram+banknyt+Jyske+bank+fraud&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzoKCAAQRxDWBBCwAzoGCCMQJxATOgYIABAWEB46BQghEKABOggIIRAWEB4QHToECCEQFToLCCEQFhAeEPEEEB06BwghEKABEAo6BQgAEKIEOgcIABAeEKIESgQIQRgASgQIRhgAUKwFWO2qAmDOugJoC3ABeACAAasBiAHpMpIBBDkuNDaYAQCgAQHIAQjAAQE&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
https://www.google.com/search?q=Casper+Dam+Olsen+linkedin+facebook+twitter+instagram+banknyt+Jyske+bank+fraud&newwindow=1&sxsrf=ALiCzsYeJ8esLMWkrd67VtWORQIqeHPRFg%3A1672496371774&ei=80SwY4X2LpaErgTz9aZQ&ved=0ahUKEwjFu4LBhqT8AhUWgosKHfO6CQoQ4dUDCA8&uact=5&oq=Casper+Dam+Olsen+linkedin+facebook+twitter+instagram+banknyt+Jyske+bank+fraud&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzIECCMQJ0oECEEYAEoECEYYAFAAWABgrghoAHAAeACAAVuIAVuSAQExmAEAoAECoAEBwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
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Note that Jyske Bank's fraud is far more extensive than that, which is why the state 

and parliament cover up Jyske Bank as the bank will lose the right to conduct 

banking business and probably go bankrupt. 

 

 

These 2 pictures are not on http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures.

 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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The site also contains material for my books, in which I will describe in more detail 

the corruption that has infiltrated even the Danish courts. 

The books are about the corrupt judges and lawyers as well as authorities in 

Denmark, who alone decide who does not need to comply with Danish legislation, 

since the law in Denmark is not equal for everyone, I will of course document this. 

  

I also want to write a book which will be a description of Jyske Bank's business and 

how Jyske Bank cheats and deceives, which is mainly aimed at sick and weak 

customers, and when someone like me was ill after a major brain haemorrhage, the 

criterion is met. 

   

 

 

These pictures are not on http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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Hillerød Hospital after visit 16-04-2010. have problems with memory. Jyske bank's many 

employees take advantage of this to be able to deceive their customer into thinking that he has 

borrowed DKK 4,328,000 from Nykredit and that on 16-07-2008 he has made an interest rate swap 

for this loan of DKK 4,328,000. A loan that Jyske Banks lied to the customer in 2012 that he had 

rescheduled. 

  

 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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Still while the customer, i.e. me, is ill, Jyske Bank wants to take everything from 

me, and sends the customer to liquidation, which is to pressure the customer as 

much as possible, so that the customer does not discover Jyske Bank's fraud. 

The books are about the corrupt judges and lawyers as well as authorities in 

Denmark, who alone decide, who i Denmark does not need to comply with Danish 

legislation, since the law in Denmark is not equal for everyone, I will of course 

document all this. 

I also want to write a book which will be a description of Jyske Bank's business 

methods, and how Jyske Bank cheats and deceives, which is mainly aimed at sick 

and weak customers. Naturally, in this connection I will document all Jyske Bank's 

offences. 

When I write how Jyske Bank commits crime, as well as which laws and 

regulations the bank violates the least in the pursuit of their customers' money. 

  

 

Many appendices and recordings are original and in Danish. 

Link to the attachments that are shared on this page, as well as to the attachments 

that deal with the corrupt Lundgren lawyers, which are presented in the complaint 

05-06-2020. 

 

Read in Danish Click here. "Under update and translation." 

01-02-2023. Previous front page Banknyt.dk /previous front page welcome. 

 

Here is a new front page, about the organized crime in 

Denmark, which the Danish state parliament, the government 

and several court member’s support. 

http://banknyt.dk/04-01-2023-here-at-banknyt-you-will-find-here-the-total-shared-documents-that-have-been-shared-to-one-extent-or-another-over-the-years-from-2016-to-2023-documents-are-both-in-danish-and-english/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/velkommen-til-min-fortaelling-saadan-er-korruption-og-bestikkelse-mellem-store-virksomheder-i-danmark-hvilken-den-regeringen-sammen-med-flere-dommere-og-advokater-er-diraeke-medvirkende-til/
http://banknyt.dk/01-02-2023-previous-front-page-banknyt-dk-tidligere-forside-velkommen/
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If there is anyone in the government in Denmark or authorities, as well as in the 

criminal's Jyske Bank, perhaps in the corrupt Lundgren's lawyers who have 

corrections or comments, please call +45222227713. or send me your comments 

here LINK to MAIL. 

  

I want to tell in a new way, how the Danish state and government are behind the 

fact that Denmark's second largest bank can continue to deceive their customers 

with the government support. 

While I write which lawyers and companies and authorities there support or 

directly help Jyske Bank with fraud, please read the old front page LINK. and see 

how I have written for many years, without receiving a single remark. 

  

 

 

  

mailto:banknyt@gmail.com
http://banknyt.dk/01-02-2023-previous-front-page-banknyt-dk-tidligere-forside-velkommen/
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What started with a little writing about a large criminal Danish bank, has been 

added to historical information about corruption in Denmark, which Danish judges 

and lawyers are instrumental in, they now get the opportunity to admit, and signs 

that they do not agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt Rasmussen, 

Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft, when they sign the 6 and, 

then the 23. points below, to which are added translations from the complaint 5 

June 2020. against Lundgrens for being disloyal and corrupt, and with regard to 

the decision 30 June 2021, in a specific complaint with 27 violations of good legal 

practice. 

  

My questions to many selected authorities and individuals are to ascertain whether 

the board's decision is a source of corruption, which I am asking the Danish State 

by Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen and the Ministry of Justice by Peter 

Hummelgaard for help to confirm, or perhaps deny. 

 

The ministers' answers will confirm that 

corruption is the governing power factor in 

Denmark. 

  

Welcome to one of Denmark's probably biggest scandals, which no one, either the Financial 

Supervisory Authority, the authorities or the Parliament, dare not to ask questions about, my 

charges against Jyske Bank, Lundgrens or the State for fear that Jyske Bank the big Danish 

Bank risks coming under strict supervision or that this Danish bank goes bankrupt. 

  

Would you invest and cooperate with the 

organizations in the Danish state, now that you 

know that the Danish state through the 

parliament covers 100% of the largest 

criminal Danish companies. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatn%C3%A6vnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatn%C3%A6vnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
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I am in the process of ascertaining how bad it is with corruption in the Danish state 

and corruption among the Danish lawyers and the members of the bar council, 

their answers will soon show who and how many corrupt members are willing to 

cover up financial crime themselves. 

It is about the Danish state, through the country's highest authorities, the Ministry 

of State, the Ministry of Justice, the Courts, the Danish Financial Supervisory 

Authority, the National Police and not least the Bar Council, either actively or 

passively covering up crimes, such as when Jyske Bank exposes its customers to 

criminal offences, and about the Bar Council really contributes to Jyske Bank's 

fraud, by covering up the bribery of Lundgren's lawyers, the lawyers' committee 

and their members will all get the chance to answer the individual questions again. 

  

This is about the Danish state, through the country's highest authorities, the State 

Ministry, the Ministry of Justice, the Courts, the Financial Supervisory Authority, 

the National Police and not least the Bar Council, either actively or passively 

covering up the crime, that Jyske Bank exposes its customers to, around the Bar 

Council contributing to Jyske Bank's fraud and bribery of Lundgren's lawyers, the 

bar committee and their members, will all have the chance to answer the individual 

questions. 

  

If the members of the bar committee do not appear, i.e. refuse 

to answer, it can only be inferred that corruption is the one 

controlling it Danish judiciary, and the bar association. 

All authorities and those who are part of the network involved in the economic 

crime Jyske Bank is behind will be asked to confirm that the 6 points below are not 

a breach of good legal practice. 

  

I have written again 30 January 2021. to all contributors who for the Danish State 

have covered up and thus probably contributed to organized crime, what do I know 

about it, I am dyslexic and not civically educated, that is why I am asking questions. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/30.-01-2023.-kl.-21.30.-Gmail-For-use-in-a-complaint-against-the-Danish-state-for-past-violations-of-human-rights.-I-request-that-both-the-chairman-_advokatsamfund_-_advokatnaev._.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/30.-01-2023.-kl.-21.30.-Gmail-For-use-in-a-complaint-against-the-Danish-state-for-past-violations-of-human-rights.-I-request-that-both-the-chairman-_advokatsamfund_-_advokatnaev._.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/30.-01-2023.-kl.-21.30.-Gmail-For-use-in-a-complaint-against-the-Danish-state-for-past-violations-of-human-rights.-I-request-that-both-the-chairman-_advokatsamfund_-_advokatnaev._.pdf
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When I write about the corruption, that has infiltrated the Danish state, the 

parliament, the courts and the bar association, in order to protect the state's own 

financial interests in the criminal Jyske Bank group. 

What I write has caused several lawyers and judges to participate, and help to 

undermine the law in order to secure Jyske Bank's survival as a bank for the 

Danish State. 

  

I have written to the bar association, that they are corrupt, and that the bar 

association is ruled by corruption, the board's decisions are made, among other 

things by judges of the Supreme Court, and the board's decision cannot be 

appealed to other instances. 

But when the board's members knowingly and dishonestly, exonerate the corrupt 

Lundgren's lawyer's office for having accepted bribes, and exonerate Lundgren's 

lawyers for having withheld and hidden several pleadings and court records from 

the client, which was to hide that Lundgren's lawyer was corrupt, who already 

worked for Jyske Bank, and ONLY worked in Jyske Bank's interests. 

This can be fully documented, which is why Lundgren's lawyers cannot say 

anything about my attacks against Lundgren's lawyers. 

  

Lundgren's lawyers there are part of a larger group of lawyers, who work and are 

in control of corruption, a collaboration that takes place together with several 

judges, in which several of the members of the Bar Association is contributingn, if 

not all of them. 

As the lawyer mentioned in their decision 30-06-2021. by writes that there is no 

violation of good legal practice, when lawyers hide and withhold both the client's 

own pleadings, but who have also hidden the opposing party's pleadings from a 

client, this is simply a finding that the bar association, through abuse of power, 

exploits the board's position in society by Jens Steen Jensen from Kromann 

Reumert lawyers, Birgitte Frølund from Horten lawyers, Kurt Rasmussen from the 

Supreme Court, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård from the consumer 

complaints board and Henrik Hyltoft from the Organization Danish business 

"Dansk Erhverv", a decision that Martin Lavesen from DLA Pipper lawyers is 

agree with, and in this way, employees of some of Denmark's largest law firms, and 

employees of the Danish Courts Agency themselves can participate to cover the 

crime that, for example, the Jyske Bank group is behind. 
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My one book is about how the Danish 

government, and the state itself are 

instrumental in undermining the law, as the 

courts are not impartial, but act based on the 

state's own financial interests in certain 

companies, which is how corruption i 

Denmark works in practice. 

Since in Denmark according to the bar council's decision, it is only the lawyers and 

law firms, which can decide over their clients, own wishes, and which claims the 

client must present to the court. 

 

This is a disempowerment of the client, which in turn is a 

violation of human rights, since Denmark's courts, through 

their judges, have deprived the Danes of the right NOT to 

decide for themselves. 

While Lundgren's lawyers, by several employees, starting with Dan Terkildsen. 

Sebastian Lysholm Nielsen, Emil Hald Windstrøm "today employed in Rambøll 

A/S", Pernille Hellesøe, Jens Grunnet-Nielsson, Mette Marie Nielsen "today 

employed in Danish Bank A/S". together in an association keep the client out of the 

case against the criminal Jyske Bank as 

  

Completely by chance on 21 September 2019, I find evidence 

that Lundgren's lawyers around March April 2018 had been 

bribed by Jyske Bank, under the guise of the return 

commission, all those involved have hidden this from their 

client. 
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Listen to the recording 14. dec. 2018. in the Link. 

Mette Marie Nielsen says clearly on 14 December 2018. in 

telephone conversations. 

YOU MUST TRUST THAT WE, 

LUNDGRENS, WILL DO WHAT YOU HAVE 

HIRED US TO DO. 

You can read the interview 14. dec. 2018. as printed with comments here in the 

link. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-87.A.-MP3.-14-12-18-Mette-Lundgrens-advokater-siger-der-er-styr-på-bilag-fredag-kl.-14.59.-VI-SKAL-STOLE-PÅ-LUNDGRENS.mp3
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-87.-14-12-2018-udskrift-af-Samtale-med-Lundgrens-vedr.-svig-sag.-Mette-lover-at-f%C3%A5-det-hele-med-i-svarskriftet.delt-i-Bilag-99.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-87.-14-12-2018-udskrift-af-Samtale-med-Lundgrens-vedr.-svig-sag.-Mette-lover-at-f%C3%A5-det-hele-med-i-svarskriftet.delt-i-Bilag-99.pdf
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Listen to the recording 18. dec. 2018. in the Link. 

And again, in the conversation on 18 December 2018, the 

client says that it is about fraud, falsehood and abuse and 

manipulation of documents. 

It is clear that Mette Marie Nielsen "today employed at 

Danske Bank A/S". herself contributes to wanting to 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-91.A.-MP3.-18-12-2018.-kl.-17.41-Mette-Marie-lundgrens-RINGER.-Mette-Marie-og-Dan-mener-at-fremlægge-svig-skader-sag.mp3
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manipulate the client, and at the same time, Mette Marie 

Nielsen has knowledge that Lundgren's lawyers have acquired 

large financial interests in Jyske Bank. 

You can read the interview 18. dec. 2018. as printed with comments here in the 

link. 

  

  

There is clear evidence that Lundgren's 

lawyers are deeply corrupt and I-Loyal to 

their own client. 

  

After they were fired for being corrupt, Lundgren's lawyers 

have only one comment, namely the claim that these are 

conspiracy theories. 

If Lundgren's lawyers were not corrupt, the law firm would of 

course accuse me of exposing Lundgren's lawyers to libel, 

which Lundgren's parties know very well they cannot claim, 

as the evidence against Lundgren's lawyers is enormous. 

At that time, I showed nothing about, that the lawyer board 

also was passed of corrupt members, whose only wish was to 

cover up Lundgren's lawyers. 

  

Just as when the bar council acquits 

Lundgren's lawyers, and states that the client 

must trust that Lundgren's lawyers did what 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-91.-18-12-2018.-udskrift-at-af-samtale-Mette-Marie-Lundgrens-samtale-kl.-14.41-til-18.01.-Jyske-bank-lyver.-Mette-bekrefter.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-91.-18-12-2018.-udskrift-at-af-samtale-Mette-Marie-Lundgrens-samtale-kl.-14.41-til-18.01.-Jyske-bank-lyver.-Mette-bekrefter.pdf
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was best for the client, members of the bar 

council have thus become complicit in the 

corruption mentioned above. 

 

Since October 2019, I have publicly written and said that Lundgren's lawyers are 

deeply corrupt and that Jyske Bank has bribed Lundgren's lawyers to act I-loyally 

and has worked against the client, in order to help Jyske Bank to defraud to 

defraud their mutual customer and client. 

  

 

  

CEO Anders Christian Dam, now set your mandate free, you are a detriment to 

both Jyske Bank and the Danish State, and your rants about the inability to resolve 

conflicts may give Jyske Bank a hard time, and Jyske Bank may lose the right to 

operate a bank in Denmark, i.e. if the law is equal for all and applies to Jyske Bank. 

  

Mail. 28. jan. 2023 21.33. 

Jyske Bank A/S now solve your problems internally before I 

have to complain about Denmark and the Danish state for 

violation of human rights. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
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I do not believe that the governments and the states, such as Denmark should cover 

up Banks which here like Jyske Bank, are demonstrably in breach of Danish 

legislation, and which in particular have deliberately and dishonestly breached a 

several of the provisions of the Criminal Code. 

  

I have therefore on 27 January 2023 sent the Ministry of State and the Ministry of 

Justice 6 questions, all of which are about Disable the rights of the Danish 

population, 

And of those who request help from the Danish lawyers, such as Lundgren's lawyer 

partner company. 

While we wait for a response from the Prime Minister's Office and Prime Minister 

Mette Frederiksen. 

  

 

Can the Lundgrens be in doubt that they should present Jyske 

Bank's use of fraud and false. ? 

  

Is the lawyer board corrupt, when the members together in association decide, that 

Lundgrens would like to keep the client out of the case, and hide that Lundgrens 

works for Jyske Bank and therefore not present the fraud and false that the client 

hired Lundgrens for. 
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I Carsten Storbjerg, say there are serious problems with collusion far up in the 

Danish state and the courts, which work to secure the state's economic interests in 

the criminal banks that parliament and the state itself use and collaborate with. 

  

Problems that I point out here are a scandal. 

Jyske Bank has on 1 February 2019. against a third party, 

which is Lundgren's alleged that I am committing a criminal 

offense when I advertise Jyske Bank's fraud. 

  

 
The picture for the complaint Appendix 55. The letter from 1 February 2019. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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Page. 1-2. The letter from 1 February 2019. Jyske Bank's Board member Philip Baruch from Lund 

Elmer Sandager, writes to Lundgren's Dan Terkildsen 

THE LETTER IS FROM 03-10-2019. and not among those from 23-08.2019. after I, as a 

client, asked the court for access to documents in my case, as Lundgrens would not disclose 

what they did, after Lundgrens did not respond to my inquiries, as you can see in the 

attachment from the complaint 05-06-2020. 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
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Page. 2-2. The letter from 1 February 2019. Jyske Bank's Board member Philip Baruch from Lund 

Elmer Sandager, writes to Lundgren's Dan Terkildsen 

  THE LETTER IS FROM 03-10-2019. and not among those from 23-08.2019. after I, as a 

client, asked the court for access to documents in my case, as Lundgrens would not disclose 

what they did, after Lundgrens did not respond to my inquiries, as you can see in the 

attachment from the complaint 05-06-2020. 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
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Also read my email of 28 January 2019. to Jyske Bank's management, as I, which 

was written before the discovery of Jyske Bank's letter, with something that looks 

like a reply to Lundgren's lawyers. 

 

The letter sent on 1 February 2019 to Dan Terkildsen, who chooses to hide the 

letter from me the client, as Lundgrens did not think the client needs to knew about 

it, despite the fact that Jyske Bank writes in the letter claims, that the client is 

violating the law. 

The client, who is me, comes into possession of the letter 23 October 2019. and 

becomes very scared after reading, what Jyske bank by their board member Philip 

Baruch wrote. 

 

 

The client is so scared Laughing is too far-fetched. criminals 

who claim that the aggrieved party is a criminal just because 

he shares information about the criminal Danish Bank. 

 

  

Appendix 172. 28-01-2019. Letter to Jyske Bank's group 

management, copy to Lundgrens with Annex 56. 01-02-2019. 

IT IS ABOUT FRAUD. 

  

 
Stop the criminal banking in Denmark. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-172.-28-01-2019.-Brev-til-Jyske-Banks-koncern-ledelsen-kopi-til-Lundgrens-med-Bilag-56.-01-02-2019.-DET-HANDLER-OM-SVIG.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-55.-01-02-2019.-f%C3%A5r-03-10-2019.-kopi-af-dette-brev-med-p%C3%A5stand-om-falske-beskyldninger.-Og-Dan-Terkildsen-opfordre-til-det.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-172.-28-01-2019.-Brev-til-Jyske-Banks-koncern-ledelsen-kopi-til-Lundgrens-med-Bilag-56.-01-02-2019.-DET-HANDLER-OM-SVIG.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-172.-28-01-2019.-Brev-til-Jyske-Banks-koncern-ledelsen-kopi-til-Lundgrens-med-Bilag-56.-01-02-2019.-DET-HANDLER-OM-SVIG.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-172.-28-01-2019.-Brev-til-Jyske-Banks-koncern-ledelsen-kopi-til-Lundgrens-med-Bilag-56.-01-02-2019.-DET-HANDLER-OM-SVIG.pdf
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Jyske Bank's response 1 February 2019. from the complaint's 

Appendix 55. I only found out about 23 October, after 

Lundgren's lawyers were fired 25 September 2019. 

 

 

Appendix 55. Lundgren has not shared this accusation with 

me, who was their client, and Jyske Bank has never claimed to 

me that I violate any laws, but I would like Jyske Bank to talk 

to me about whether I am lying or writing the truth, the 

problem is that Jyske Bank does not dare. 

  

  

Ask yourself why not a single one, has said anything to my 

advertising cars, because of Jyske Bank's fraud, which started 

for fun in 2015/2016. and which today runs with rather 

outrageous accusations, which Jyske Bank thinks is funny, it 

takes it anyway as a joke, while the parliament, politicians, 

authorities all keep their mouths shut, because they all know 

very well that Jyske Bank is behind organized crime. 

  

Jyske Bank could stop this advertisement itself, as I want 

dialogue, but Anders Christian Dam who is the king, does not 

want dialogue, at least not as long as the state and authorities 

and the investors that covers Jyske Bank. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-55.-01-02-2019.-f%C3%A5r-03-10-2019.-kopi-af-dette-brev-med-p%C3%A5stand-om-falske-beskyldninger.-Og-Dan-Terkildsen-opfordre-til-det.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-142.-24-09-2019.-kl.-20.58.-Lundgrens-Dan-Terkildsen.-meddel-retten-i-ikke-varetager-klientens-sag-og-er-fyret-se-Bilag-143..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-55.-01-02-2019.-f%C3%A5r-03-10-2019.-kopi-af-dette-brev-med-p%C3%A5stand-om-falske-beskyldninger.-Og-Dan-Terkildsen-opfordre-til-det.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-55.-01-02-2019.-f%C3%A5r-03-10-2019.-kopi-af-dette-brev-med-p%C3%A5stand-om-falske-beskyldninger.-Og-Dan-Terkildsen-opfordre-til-det.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-55.-01-02-2019.-f%C3%A5r-03-10-2019.-kopi-af-dette-brev-med-p%C3%A5stand-om-falske-beskyldninger.-Og-Dan-Terkildsen-opfordre-til-det.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1655917675395_1655915806421__var_mobile_Containers_Data_Application_4CFF51B6-64EA-4C13-80C6-3572A8A180A1_Documents_jyske-bank-gl.-kongevej.mp3
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1655917675395_1655915806421__var_mobile_Containers_Data_Application_4CFF51B6-64EA-4C13-80C6-3572A8A180A1_Documents_jyske-bank-gl.-kongevej.mp3
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The Danish state, the government If and of 

course also Jyske Bank A/S, do you still think 

this is funny, even if the Danish state is 

covering up a criminal bank, it doesn't change 

that what I say and write is the truth. 

Remember that the law says it is illegal to spread false rumours, so now that several 

cars are driving around with the text Jyske Bank A/S 

by several employees, as Nicolai Hansen, Jeanet Kofoed-Hansen are behind 

economic crime against customers, and this has happened and continues with the 

help of at least Casper Dam Olsen, Anette Kirkeby, Birgit Buch Thuesen, Søren 

Woergaard, as well as the Jyske Bank board as Philip Baruch and Lund Elmer 

Sandager lawyers. 

 

Is fraud that even the management with Anders Christian Dam at the front, Niels 

Erik Jakobsen, Per Skovhus, Peter Trier Schleidt, and that also Lars Stensgaard 

Mørch allows Jyske Bank to carry out against the customers that the bank can 

defraud. 

 

Other active and passive contributors to Jyske Bank's organized crime include 

lawyers such as Morten Ulrik Gade, Martin Skovsted-Nielsen, Philip Baruch, Lund 

Elmer Sandager, and this is continued with help from Kristian Ambjørn Buus-

Nielsen. An organized fraud that Lundgren's lawyers have also helped with, and 

this at least with the help of Dan Terkildsen, Jens Grunnet-Nilsson, Sebastian 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1655917675395_1655915806421__var_mobile_Containers_Data_Application_4CFF51B6-64EA-4C13-80C6-3572A8A180A1_Documents_jyske-bank-gl.-kongevej.mp3
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1655917675395_1655915806421__var_mobile_Containers_Data_Application_4CFF51B6-64EA-4C13-80C6-3572A8A180A1_Documents_jyske-bank-gl.-kongevej.mp3
https://www.google.com/search?q=Nicolai+Hansen++is+behind+fraud+and+forgery+against+customers+in+Jyske+Bank&newwindow=1&bih=746&biw=1536&hl=da&sxsrf=AJOqlzW2JpZLVaad2p4QQwuqzRG4GJLtjw%3A1675249709049&ei=LUjaY7rGAt2oxc8Pk8mA0AY&ved=0ahUKEwj6kMW-l_T8AhVdVPEDHZMkAGoQ4dUDCA8&uact=5&oq=Nicolai+Hansen++is+behind+fraud+and+forgery+against+customers+in+Jyske+Bank&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQA0oECEEYAEoECEYYAFAAWKpDYPVaaAZwAHgAgAGiAYgBjRCSAQQwLjE2mAEAoAEBwAEB&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
https://www.google.com/search?q=Jeanet+Kofoed-Hansen++is+behind+fraud+and+forgery+against+customers+in+Jyske+Bank&newwindow=1&bih=746&biw=1536&hl=da&sxsrf=AJOqlzUoeOOsN_rV03HvI9fCenBJUl8hgA%3A1675249626535&ei=2kfaY9SoIJaqxc8P7e2zqAo&ved=0ahUKEwjU_ZiXl_T8AhUWVfEDHe32DKUQ4dUDCA8&uact=5&oq=Jeanet+Kofoed-Hansen++is+behind+fraud+and+forgery+against+customers+in+Jyske+Bank&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzoHCCEQoAEQCjoECCMQJ0oECEEYAUoECEYYAFCzB1jBqQFgwLMBaANwAHgAgAGZAogB9wSSAQUwLjMuMZgBAKABAaABAsABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
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Lysholm Nielsen, Pernille Hellesøe, Emil Hald Vendelbo Winstrøm, who is 

currently employed in Rambøll A/S, Mette Marie Nielsen who is employed in 

Danske Bank A/S 

 

I have personally and repeatedly called on Jyske Bank's management to request the 

police to conduct an investigation to see if what is written on the cars is true, which 

Jyske Bank does not dare, CEO Anders Dam is afraid that the police will just 

confirm that Jyske Bank is behind organized crime 

  

 

 

 
 

Advokat nævnet dækker over deres korrupte medlemmer der som Lundgrens advokater er blevet 

bestukket af Jyske Bank. 

 

Dækker politiet og statsadvokaten over danske bankers bedrageri, ja de gør de, da det er politisk, 

hvilket sagen nr. 0100-83966-00085-16. er et godt eksempel på. 
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Jyske Bank is afraid to give me more evidence 

than I already have. 

 

I want to give you the opportunity to speak up. 

Since my story and books, will show and document that 

Denmark is ruled by corruption, and that several individuals, 

as well as authorities and those there is behind it, have abuse 

of power, worked to undermine legal certainty, and deprive 

individual Danish citizens of their right to decide for 

themselves. 

 It is not only a scandal but also a good story. 

  

Parliament, authorities and lawyers and more, you still have 

the opportunity to speak out, and oppose the corruption that I 

say runs the country. 

You can start by replying to the emails you have received, as 

well as confirming or denying the questions. 
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Then you yourself, can contribute to the investigation of criminal Danish banks and 

those corruptions, that are used to undermine the legal security of the Danish 

population. 

How will you answer the questions yourself? which prominent politicians, civil 

servants and lawyers as well as organizations will receive, with direct reference to 

how Supreme Court Justice Kurt Rasmussen judges, to give Danish lawyers full 

power over all clients. 

 

 

       

States with these here 6 questions. 

 

I give these 3 answer options, and therefore ask the Prime 

Minister Mette Frederiksen and the Minister of Justice Peter 

Hummelgaard to each answer with one. 
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I totally agree. 

I completely disagree. 

I do not know. 

And that for every question. 

 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

 

  

1. 

It is not a violation of good legal practice when. 

A lawyer hides and withholds own pleadings from the lawyer's 

own client. 

  

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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I totally 

agree.               ____________________________.  /  ____________________________.   
                                                   Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 
Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft. 
  

 

I completely disagree.   ___________________________.   ____________________________.   
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

 

I do not know.                ___________________________.   _____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

       

 

 

———————————————————————————————————————. 

 

 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

  

2. 

It is not a violation of good legal practice when. 

A lawyer also does not, on request, provide the client with a 

copy of the lawyer's own pleadings. 

  

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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I totally 

agree.               ____________________________.  /  ____________________________.   
                                                   Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 
Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft. 
  

 

I completely disagree.   ___________________________.   ____________________________.   
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

 

I do not know.                ___________________________.   _____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   

       

  

———————————————————————————————————————. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

  

3. 

It is not a violation of good legal practice when. 

A lawyer hides and withholds the other party's pleadings from 

the lawyer's own client. 

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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I totally 

agree.               ____________________________.  /  ____________________________.   
                                                   Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 
Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft. 
  

 

I completely disagree.   ___________________________.   ____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

 

I do not know.                ___________________________.   _____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   

       

  

———————————————————————————————————————. 

 

 

 
 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

  

4. 

It is not a violation of good legal practice when. 

When a lawyer withholds parts of the court record from the 

lawyer's own client. 

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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I totally 

agree.               ____________________________.  /  ____________________________.   
                                                   Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 
Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft. 
  

 

I completely disagree.   ___________________________.   ____________________________.   
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

 

I do not know.                ___________________________.   _____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   

       

  

———————————————————————————————————————. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

  

5. 

It is not a violation of good legal practice when. 

When a lawyer does not present the client's claims in the client's case, and at the same time 

does not respond to the client's inquiries, what the client says is important and must be 

presented in court. 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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I totally 

agree.               ____________________________.  /  ____________________________.   
                                                   Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 
Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft. 
  

 

I completely disagree.   ___________________________.   ____________________________.   
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

 

I do not know.                ___________________________.   _____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   

       

———————————————————————————————————————. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

 

  

6. 

It is not a violation of good legal practice when. 

When a law firm works for both the plaintiff and defendant at the same time, as long as it 

does not happen in the same case.  

Why a law firm A. that has been tasked with presenting a fraudulent and false case against 

the defendant B. and Subsequently at the same time, the same law firm A. may well give B. 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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counseling in a transaction of around DKK 600,000,000. without it is being a breach of good 

legal practice. 

  

  

I totally 

agree.               ____________________________.  /  ____________________________.   
                                                   Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 
Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft. 
  

 

I completely disagree.   ___________________________.   ____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   
  

 

I do not know.                ___________________________.   _____________________________. 
                                                     Write your name in legible writing.                  /        And sign here if you agree with, Jens Steen Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt 

Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård and Henrik Hyltoft.   

       

  

———————————————————————————————————————. 

 

 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures.  

28-01-2023 21.33. Gmail - JYSKE BANK and  The Danish State. Now solve your 

problems internally before I have to go to the state for accomplices, in which case 

they will not participate in my investigation. 

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
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Jens Steen Jensen, partner in Kromann Reumert, lawyers, has decided that the clients do not 

Need to know what their lawyers are doing. foto Kromann Reumert. 

 

Birgitte Frølund, partner in Horten lawyers, has decided that the clients do not Need to know 

what their lawyers are doing. foto Horten advokater. 

 

Kurt Rasmussen, the Supreme Court Judge has decided that the clients do not Need to know 

what their lawyers are doing. foto advokatnævnet. 

 

Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård 

Resolved that lawyers do not need to hand over pleadings or court records to clients of Danish 

lawyers. 

 

 
Henrik Hyltoft has decided that the clients do not Need to know what their lawyers are doing. 

foto Dansk Erhverv. 

 

Martin Lavesen chairman of the Bar Council. 

partner i DLA Piper foto. DLA PIPER. 

 

 

  

  

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
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If Jyske Bank has not committed the fraud and used forged documents as well as bribed Lundgren's 

lawyers, which I say these members have contributed to, by directly covering it up, by rejecting all 

27 complaints against Lundgren's lawyers. 

 

We ask Supreme Court Judge Ole Hasselgaard whether he agrees with the question. 

And calls on Jyske Bank to file objections, if Anders Dam does not believe that Jyske Bank 

has committed organized crime and used bribes to cover up the bank's crimes. 

  

  

A case and story about those who in the Danish State decide, 

who must comply with Danish Law and who themselves are 

governed by corruption. 

I am naturally disposed to meet and review my charges and 

accusations against the Bar Council for being corrupt. 

  

And that these members, at least in my example, have deliberately and dishonestly 

worked to undermine legal certainty, to cover up not only Jyske Bank's fraud, but 

to cover up that Lundgren's lawyers are corrupt. 

A corruption of which the Bar Council itself is a part, so that Danish lawyers 

themselves can decide on their clients. 

Corrupt lawyers in the Danish legal community have become a visible problem that 

the state has the right to allow Danish banks to commit fraud and use forgery and 

bribery in their quest to enrich themselves through fraud. 
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Ole Hasselgaard has a background from the Ministry of 

Justice, and if Ole Hasselgaard agrees that none of the 

examples mentioned are violations of good legal practice, I 

must request that the bar council give the public a notice 

about this, so that the public is aware that they cannot be 

trusted on Danish lawyers, where several of these are corrupt, 

and can be bought to change the client's case, in order to then 

keep the client out of the case, which is with the found support 

the members of the bar council. 

  

Ole Hasselgaard do you agree with the bar association's chairman Martin Lavesen 

partner in DLA Piper lawyers. and the Chairman of the Board of Appeal "the 

former Chairman." 

Supreme Court Judge Kurt Rasmussen in that board decisions that are important 

for legal certainty are not made public. 

As here, where Jyske Bank A/S has clearly bribed Lundgren's lawyers to withhold 

and hide several pleadings and court records from their own client. 

 

When Jyske Bank paid a bribe to Lundgren's lawyers, so that 

the client would be kept out of his own case against Jyske 

Bank A/S, Kurt Rasmussen chose, together with the other 

members, come up with a ruling, in which the unanimous 

members decide that it is the lawyer, who alone decides, has to 

be in the client's interest, and that the client has no right to 

decide on their own case. 

 

I am therefore asking in an inquiry the new chairman Supreme Court judge Ole 

Hasselgaard, who has been at the head of the prosecution, which has refused to 

investigate the organized crime which Jyske Bank A/S has been behind by several 

employees together in association. 
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And with a direct reference, the bar association's rejection of 27 complaints against 

Lundgrens lawyer partner company, which through several lawyers and employees 

working together in association, has directly and deliberately worked against the 

interests of the client. 

  

Then lawyer mentioned 1 July 2020. in the complaint 2020-1933. refused to 

investigate the complaint against Lundgrens lawyer partner company. 

Since the board's members only thought it was about 1 lawyer, Partner Dan 

Terkildsen, this despite the fact that I in the complaint. 

  

"which is shared here in a link in Danish, this will be translated and a link to the 

appendix inserted." 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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My claims are that Denmark's courts and lawyers as well as 

the Bar Association have the ultimate right, to manipulate 

those they want, in order to be able to cover up cases, in which 

the Danish State has great economic interests, which is what I 

write more precisely in my posts, concerning the corruption 

that governs Denmark, through abuse of power, to keep 

inflamed cases away from the court. 

  

Which means that no one can trust the Danish 

state, which puts its own economic interests 

above laws and regulations. 

  

Denmark has a big problem, which Jyske 

Bank has helped draw attention to. 

 

Read the complaint here Appendix 233. with links in the 

complaint to these appendices. 

Annex 240. with mentioned annexes in the complaint against Lundgrens, with Annex Y. Z. Æ. 

Ø. Å. AB. AC. A.D. AE. AG. AH. AJ. and Annex 7. from the case against Jyske Bank for use 

http://banknyt.dk/klage-over-lundgrens-advokater-for-overtraedelse-af-god-advokatskik-du-kan-laese-de-159-sider-her-med-skrive-og-stavefejl/
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of fraud and forgery carried out in bad faith. . Submitted by Philip Baruch 05-11-2018. in the 

case where Lund Elmer Sandager lawyers actually help Jyske Banks to continue fraud / fraud 

against customers in Jyske bank A/S. 

  

 05-06-2020. provisionally as of 30-01-2023. will be fixed with 

link. from all Annexes. is called complaint annex -233. with 27 

complaints against Lundgren's lawyer partner company. and 

Partner Dan Terkildsen. 2020-1932. 

  

In the complaint against Lundgren's lawyer partner company, 

I have mentioned that these employees are some of those who 

have opposed the client presenting his fraud allegations 

against Jyske Bank, and whom Lundgren's lawyers had been 

employed by and work for, so if there is no talking about 

corruption what is it then. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/05-06-2020.-forloebig-pr.-30-01-2023.-bliver-rettet-med-link.-fra-alle-Bilag.-kaldes-klage-bilag-233.-med-27-klageforhold-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-2020-1932..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/05-06-2020.-forloebig-pr.-30-01-2023.-bliver-rettet-med-link.-fra-alle-Bilag.-kaldes-klage-bilag-233.-med-27-klageforhold-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-2020-1932..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/05-06-2020.-forloebig-pr.-30-01-2023.-bliver-rettet-med-link.-fra-alle-Bilag.-kaldes-klage-bilag-233.-med-27-klageforhold-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-2020-1932..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/05-06-2020.-forloebig-pr.-30-01-2023.-bliver-rettet-med-link.-fra-alle-Bilag.-kaldes-klage-bilag-233.-med-27-klageforhold-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-2020-1932..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/05-06-2020.-forloebig-pr.-30-01-2023.-bliver-rettet-med-link.-fra-alle-Bilag.-kaldes-klage-bilag-233.-med-27-klageforhold-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-2020-1932..pdf
http://www.banknyt.dk/
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30-01-2018. fra klagens Bilag 2. 

Mail to Lundgren's Dan Terkildsen. 

Asking for help in presenting a case with several counts of fraud. 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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16-01-2019. 17.28 

Mail to Lundgren's explanation of testimony Appendix 28-101 Jyske Bank makes fraud. 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Lundgrens confirms and uses the word fraud themself. 

 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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I insert here the 3 pages that Lundgrens 

presented to the court, of which Lundgrens did 

not want to share their latest from 2 

September 2019, your task is to find the places 

where Lundgrens presents Jyske Bank using 

fraud and forgery. 

  

 28-09-2018. The case against Jyske Bank by Morten Ulrik Gade and CEO Anders 

Christian Dam for being instrumental in Jyske Bank A/S being able to deceive their 

customers, forging documents and lying to the court, involved Lund Elmer 

Sandager lawyers and Philip Baruch, Lundgrens by Dan Terkildsen, Mette Marie 

Nielsen, Emil Hald Vendelbo. 28-09-2018. Process document 1. 

Appendix 22. 28-09-2018. pp. 1-3. Procedural document 1. Lundgrens sends this 

without presenting without approval, sends copy 01-10-2018. 

  

 18-12-2018. final pleadings. The case against Jyske Bank by Morten Ulrik Gade 

and CEO Anders Christian Dam for being instrumental in Jyske Bank A/S being 

able to deceive their customers, forging documents and lying to the court, involved 

Lund Elmer Sandager lawyers and Philip Baruch, Lundgrens by Dan Terkildsen, 

Mette Marie Nielsen, Emil Hald Vendelbo. 18-12-2018. closing pleadings, and 2 

appendices without submissions. 

 

Appendix 47. 18-12-2018. final pleadings with Appendices 18 and 19. still without 

some of the client's claims and demands. 

  

  

 Procedural document 2. 02-09-2019 and list of attachments 105 to 164. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/28-09-2018.-Processkrift-1..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/28-09-2018.-Processkrift-1..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/28-09-2018.-Processkrift-1..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/28-09-2018.-Processkrift-1..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/28-09-2018.-Processkrift-1..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/28-09-2018.-Processkrift-1..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-22.-28-09-2018.-s.1-3.-Processkrift-1.-dette-sender-Lundgrens-uden-at-fremlægge-uden-godkendelse-sender-kopi-01-10-2018.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-22.-28-09-2018.-s.1-3.-Processkrift-1.-dette-sender-Lundgrens-uden-at-fremlægge-uden-godkendelse-sender-kopi-01-10-2018.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/18-12-2018.-afsluttende-proceskrift-og-2-bilag-uden-anbringner..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-47.-18-12-2018.-afsluttende-processkrift-med-Bilag-18-og-19.-stadig-uden-nogle-af-klientens-påstande-og-krav..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-47.-18-12-2018.-afsluttende-processkrift-med-Bilag-18-og-19.-stadig-uden-nogle-af-klientens-påstande-og-krav..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-47.-18-12-2018.-afsluttende-processkrift-med-Bilag-18-og-19.-stadig-uden-nogle-af-klientens-påstande-og-krav..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Processkrift-2.-02-09-2019-og-bilagssliste-105-til-164..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Processkrift-2.-02-09-2019-og-bilagssliste-105-til-164..pdf
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Appendix 164. P. 1-6. Presented 02-09-2019. With Process Script 2. Note the claim that the swap 

W015785 is not agreed, and this claim to be false. See what the conservative star lawyer Dan 

Terkildsen from Lundgren's lawyers instead writes on 2. In Processkrift 2. And then ask yourself 

whether Jyske Bank's board is behind bribing Lundgren's lawyers to change the client's claims. 
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Appendix 164. P. 2-6. 
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Appendix 164. P. 3-6. 
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Appendix 164. P. 4-6. 
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Appendix 164. P. 5-6. 
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Appendix 164. P. 6-6. 
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Lundgren's lawyers at Dan Terkildsen and Emil Hald Wendelbo Vinstrøm present 

Appendix 164. 

An appendix in which the client's allegations of the client are briefly and precisely 

described, including fraud and false allegations against Jyske Bank A/S. 

  

Read the complaint 05-06-2020. and the complaint documents 

that have been inserted. 

  

Since Lundgren's lawyers 2 September 2019. again without entering some of the 

client's claims in pleading 2. and at the same time, concealing the pleading from the 

client, Lundgren's can hide that Lundgren has not presented some of the client's 

claims against Jyske Bank, why the client, in advance lost. 

The worst part of the case here is not that Lundgrens has accepted a bribe for not 

presenting the client's fraud and false allegations against Jyske Bank. 

  

But that the entire bar council is corrupt enough to cover it 

up, to help Jyske Bank deceive their customer, without the 

court's intervention. 

  

If there is no corruption / cronyism in the Bar Council to 

cover up the corrupt Lundgren's lawyers have been bribed by 

Jyske Bank not to present the client's fraud and false case 

against Jyske Bank. 

Then the bar council and their members respond to my request to print, and signed 

first the 6 points, then points 1-24 together, which are all with reference to the 

rejection of all the 27 complaints against Lundgrens and Dan Terkildsen. 

So there is clarity and that the rules are the 

same for everyone who uses Danish lawyers. 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
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So if the judges and lawyers on the board have another 

explanation, that in my case the client has NO right to know, 

what their own lawyer does and presents, and the client is not 

allowed to participate in their own cases, then of course it 

must apply to everyone else, and if that is not the case, the Bar 

Council is governed by corruption. 

  

Which is the reason why the board's members have approved, 

that the client must pay DKK 232,000 to Lundgren's lawyers 

for not presenting the client's allegations against Jyske Bank 

A/S, since the clients of Danish lawyer have no rights. 

And therefore, Lundgrens lawyer has sued the client to get the 

DKK 232,000 for the 3 pleadings, which contain nothing of 

what the client employed Lundgren's lawyers for. 

  

Following the Bar Council's decision on 30-06-

2021. may Danish lawyers like Lundgren's 

employees mislead their clients, and at the 

same time undermine the client's finances, 

while the lawyers deliberately and dishonestly 

is working against the client, and hide this as 

best the lawyers can, as here by hiding court 

books and pleadings from the client, as 

according to a unanimous panel of lawyers 

consisting of lawyers and judges have no 

rights. 
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Therefore, the client, who is an earlier client in Lundgrens 

lawyer says, now I want to know if the Prime Minister Mette 

Frederiksen and the Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard 

are involved, or if they want to distance themselves from the 

abuse of power by the bar association to cover up organized 

crime, where Jyske Bank A/S is behind. 

  

 

These picture are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

 

 

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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This could very well become Denmark's 

biggest scandal ever. 

  

And there is only 1 man, Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup from 

Hornbæk, who seemed to want to put an end to corruption in 

Denmark, and who reaches far into the Danish State 

authorities, in reality it is about camaraderie and looking after 

one's own financial interests, before legal certainty and for the 

Danes' human rights. 

I believe that this in my story proves that Denmark, from at 

least members of the Danish Courts, is governed by 
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corruption, when the state's financial interests in a company, 

shows to mean more to the state than the Danes' legal 

certainty, therefore large parts of the Danish authorities and 

many lawyers, chose to cover up that Jyske Bank not only 

have committed fraud, but also have bribed Lundgren's 

lawyers not to present the client's fraud case against Jyske 

Bank, we only need the Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen and 

the Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard to consider the 6 

questions, that are connected with in a total of 24 points. 

I only have a desire for dialogue, but there is none as of today 

7 February 2023. as no one that has dared to answer, or talk to 

me, therefore I am again sending your an email to the many 

actors in my story about corrupt Denmark. 

  

Is it because I as the victim of a conspiracy, and I can see, that 

the Danish state can help Denmark's second largest bank to 

expose me to fraud, that is decidedly Justice murder, by solely 

to cover up Jyske Bank A/S and their many criminal law 

violations- 

Or am I just a fool, as the employees of Jyske Bank said to one 

of their customers, who allowed themselves to question the 

accuracy of what is written on Jyske Bank cars. 
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Justitsministeriet 
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Complaint attachment 05-06-2020. 30-31 What is the client asking Lundgren's lawyers for, 

here you can find all the documents that are in the complaint against Lundgren and Dan 

Terkildsen, which emphasize that Lundgren's lawyers and many employees have deliberately 

and dishonestly opposed justice for their client, since Jyske Bank had hired and paid 

Lundgren for to help Jyske Bank, and the bar council believed that the client did not 

understand this cooperation either. 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Page 1 of 43. 27-08-2019 to Lundgren's lawyers. READ THE PDF DOKUMENT HERRE. 

Compare this document with the one presented by Lundgrens on 02-09-2019. and which Lundgrens 

will not make the client see before the presentation, and which Lundgrens will not disclose to the 

client either after presentation, and at the same time remember that Jyske Bank has hired Lundgrens 

to advise Jyske Bank in a transaction for 600 million Danish kroner, which is an agreement The Bar 

Council has definitely not contributed to Lundgrens presenting anything other than what the client 

employed Lundgrens for, as the Bar Council believes that the lawyer has presented what was best 

for the client. 

 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-115.-27-08-2019-Risser-sagen-op-for-at-v%C3%A6re-sikker-p%C3%A5-Lundgrens-freml%C3%A6gger-svig-falsk-som-gentaget-Bilag-40.-fra-06-12-2018-banknyt.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Lawyer appointed by Supreme Court Judge 

Kurt Rasmussen at the head. 

Has decided, among other things, that there are no violations of good legal practice 

When a lawyer presents something other than what the client asks for. 

Just as the bar council also has decided, that the client does not have any demands, 

or has some right to see what their lawyer will present in the client's case. 

And that neither before the client's lawyer presents a pleading, nor after the client's 

lawyer has presented a pleading in the client's case, and regardless of the fact that 

the client has given the lawyer clear and distinct instructions that the lawyer must 

not present anything to the court, without the client's first has given its approval. 

Meant pleadings and court documents. 

 

Then the collective board of lawyers believes, 

that the client has no right to decide for 

himself, and have no right to decide what the 

client must be informed and presented in their 

case, that is something the lawyer himself and 

all alone decides, and then the bar council 

writes, that the client must trust their lawyer, 

this is impossible, since the client has employed 

a law firm that is corrupt, the Bar Council 

does not believe that the client has any right to 

decide for himself. 

 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
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This decision was given on 30-06-2021. and adopted by, among others. 

Supreme Court Judge Kurt Rasmussen, Jens Steen Jensen who is a partner in 

Kromann Reumert lawyers, Birgitte Frølund who is a partner in Horten lawyers 

and Henrik Hyltoft from Dansk Erhverv. 

Which the association's chairman Martin Lavesen from DLA Piper lawyers 

completely agrees with. 

  

Understood in this way, from now on, it is the 

lawyers who alone decide in the cases in which 

they are employed to help a client. 

  

  

 
MED LOV SKAL MAN LAND BYGGE. 

With law, you shall land build 

When even several judges are corrupt in that they demonstrably and dishonorably oppose justice, 

we must use them when their task is actually to protect the state's financial interests in the largest 

Danish companies. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
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In order to know, if it is an infringement on my right to decide 

for myself, I have requested the bar association to sign that 

these rules apply to everyone in Denmark, the bar association 

refuses to sign this, the bar association does not respond. 

 

The Bar Council would also not publish either the complaint 

or the board's decision, as the legal community did not believe 

that their decision was of any public interest. 

 

So the public will not know, that the Bar Council has decided that all clients who 

seek out a lawyer in Denmark have lost the right to decide on their own case. 

 

Which can be a violation of human rights. 

Since the Bar Council's decisions cannot be appealed, or brought elsewhere, I am 

writing to Denmark's highest authorities, the Prime Minister and the Ministry of 

Justice, I am doing this to get the Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen and the 

Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard to confirm that the Danish people lose their 

right to decide for themselves, at the same moment they hire a Danish lawyer, and 

thus become lawless. 
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If the Prime Minister, together with the 

Minister of Justice decides, that it is legally 

correct, according to the principles of the 

Administration of Justice Act, that clients who 

hire a Danish lawyer lose the right to decide 

for themselves, then Denmark can probably be 

sued for the Human Rights Court. 

 

And if the prime minister, together with the minister of 

justice, decides that it is only me, who has lost the right to be 

able to decide freely in my own case, it is really a case of 

judicial murder. 

  

Here is Denmark's sharpest minds, such as judges, the Danish 

Parliament, the Financial Supervisory Authority, and lawyers 

from some of the country's largest law firms, they are up 

against the small tradesman, who does not even have any legal 

or other bookish training, and who is also dyslexic. 

How do you think you yourself cope, corruption against the 

truth, a war Jyske Bank A/S and the bank's management with 

CEO Anders Christian Dam has started, and which I have a 

several times urged Jyske Bank's management to find a 

solution for themselves, the only one I have encountered, is 

total silence. 
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WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF. 

  
Kurt Rasmussen.            Birgitte Frølund             Jens Steen Jensen.            Henrik Hyltoft. 

foto advokatnævnet.       foto Horten advokater.  foto Kromann Reumert.   foto Dansk Erhverv. 

 

 

  
Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård. and Martin Lavesen. 

                                                            foto. DLA PIPER. 
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In other words, the Danish State, in order to promote its own financial interests in 

Jyske Bank, is instrumental in depriving me of my rights, and the right to self-

determination. 

How do I think the Danish state, can it really be complicit in Jyske Bank's financial 

crime, which was carried out by several people together in association. 

But since the Danish police are not allowed to investigate Jyske Bank A/S, which is 

surely a political decision, again because the Danish State puts their own financial 

interests, before the legal security of the Danes. 

 

As when it applies to the state's own financial interests in the 

Jyske Bank A/S group. 

Then the state's interests are above Danish law. 

 

This has become a problem for the legal 

certainty of all Danes, and if I don't write 

about this problem, who will? 

  

  

The state is undermining Danes' legal certainty in this way, 

since they the population have no right to decide for 

themselves. 

The right to decide for themselves has temporarily been taken 

away from them, by the employees of the court board, and 

partners from Kromann Reumert lawyers, Horten lawyers, 

Danish business (Dansk erhverv.) 
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The Jyske Bank group has been caught for fraud against 

customers, and this fraud is covered by the Danish State 

through several authorities, partly so that Jyske Bank A/S 

must not be held responsible for the bank's crimes, since Jyske 

Bank A/S in fall would lose the right to conduct financial 

business, including banking business in Denmark, therefore 

the State believes that it is better for the State to protect the 

State's own financial interests in Jyske Bank, rather than 

protect the Danes' legal security which is in decline. 
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Appendix 240. pages 1-25. - also, Appendix 134 of the complaint. Process document 2. of 02-09- 

2019. Page 1 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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.  

Appendix 240. pages 1-25. - also Appendix 134 of the complaint. Process document 2. of 02-09-

2019. Page 2. 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Appendix 138. 05-09-2019. at 15.14 Wants to see Prosecskrift 2 Dan does not answer. Dan 

writes at 15.20 we need to discuss the strategy 

  

While I wait for the state authorities and Supreme Court judges such as Kurt 

Rasmussen and Ole Hasselgaard, Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard and 

Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen to confirm that a lawyer does not need to answer 

the client nor hand over any pleadings, if the lawyer himself does not want it. 

 

Which Supreme Court judge Kurt Rasmussen, from the Danish Courts Agency and 

lawyers like Birgitte Frølund from Horten lawyers. / Jens Steen Jensen from 

Kromann Reumert lawyers. / Lawyer Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgaard from 

the former Consumer Complaints Board. now the Danish Medicines Agency. / 

Henrik Hyltoft from Danish business, agrees, which I will ask them to sign, and 

which they will only refuse if the committee's members are corrupt. 

 

Martin Lavesen from DLA PIPER lawyers, who agrees with the 5 members of the 

bar council, is also requested to sign. 

 

I am probably small, and you have power, which you abuse, to cover up criminal 

acts, as well as the fact that Jyske Bank has bribed Lundgren's lawyers, to keep the 

client out of the case against Jyske Bank, which is emphasized by Dan Terkildsen, 

who does not want to hand it over pleadings which Lungrens himself has drawn up 

and submitted to the Court. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-138.-05-09-2019.-kl.-15.14-Ønsker-at-se-Processkrift-2-Dan-svare-ikke.-Dan-skriver-kl.-15.20-vi-har-brug-for-at-drøfte-stratagien.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-138.-05-09-2019.-kl.-15.14-Ønsker-at-se-Processkrift-2-Dan-svare-ikke.-Dan-skriver-kl.-15.20-vi-har-brug-for-at-drøfte-stratagien.pdf
http://www.banknyt.dk/
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5 September 2019. The client requests Dan Terkildsen for a copy of Processkift 2 from 2 

September 2019. Which Lundgrens himself has made and presented to the court, one of the 

process documents Lundgren's lawyers would not hand over to the client. 

Thinks that Jyske Banka's bribery is instrumental in this action. 

 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Dan Terkildsen responds to the request of 5 September to get a copy of process document 2. 

from 2 September. 2019. 

But just writing that we do not agree with what Lundgren's lawyers want. 

http://banknyt.dk/08-02-2023-nye-bilag-femlagt-her-er-en-del-der-viser-at-lundgrens-er-korrupte/
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Partner of Lundgren's lawyer partner company, warning. 

Lundgren's lawyers are corrupt after Jyske Bank bribed Lundgren's lawyers not to present the client's 
fraud allegations against Jyske Bank, you will find de Lundgren's lawyers in Regus Management properties. 

 
Meet the corrupt Lundgrens at Tuborg Boulevard 12. 2900 Hellerup. 

Remember now. A false or corrupt lawyer is a threat to the Danish legal community.. 

 

Watch here a couple of videos where an earlier client talks 

about the corrupt Lundgren lawyers. 

Carsten talks here about the corrupt lawyers who live for rent with REGUS in the same 

building, videos are all in Danish. 

Watch the video. of 19 March 2022. click on LINK. time 3.33. And listen to the 

Warning against the corrupt Lundgren lawyers, Dan Terkildsen, Mette Marie 

Nielsen, Emil Hald Vendelbo, about the complaint 05-06-2020, and the problem of 

corruption. 

 

Watch the video. of 19 March 2022. click on LINK. time 6.26. And listen to 

Warning against the corrupt Lundgren's lawyers, The corrupt Lundgren's lawyers 

took against Jyske Bank's bribe to not submit a fraud claim. 

 

Watch the video. of 19 March 2022. click on LINK. time 3.20. And listen to the 

Warning against the corrupt Lundgren's lawyers, The corrupt Lundgren's lawyers 

took against Jyske Bank's bribe in order not to submit a fraud claim against Jyske 

Bank. 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://info@lundgrens.dk/
https://youtu.be/Mr3tNrfxOP4
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
https://youtu.be/lQIt89Q4xPc
https://youtu.be/lQIt89Q4xPc
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Watch the video. of 19 March 2022. click on LINK. time 3.04. Jyske Bank car at 

Christiansburg the Parlament, why do Danish politicians support Jyske bank 

committing fraud, have ben presented to the Danish Parliament since the first time 

April 2019. but the Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen covers up with the 

authorities 

everything about Jyske Bank's use of fraud. 

  

Watch the video. of 18 May 2021. click on LINK. time 0.46. The Jyske Bank car 

visits Jyske Bank Vesterbrogade 9, and i say, Jyske Bank has committed document 

forgery and fraud, and it is not true, then you must contact your lawyers as lying is 

a crime and can result in 2 years in prison, but if it is true ? then Jyske Bank has a 

problem, namely me, because I won't stop. 

  

  

 

Customers who accuse Jyske Bank of using the document as false, and fraudulent 

also say in videos to Jyske Bank that you have a problem, and your problem is me. 

 

Which Jyske Bank doesn't care about, since the bank is still here on February 4, 

2023. is completely silent, and none of the many actors either in Jyske Bank, the 

State, authorities or judges and lawyers dare to answer or make accusations to the 

defrauded customer, whether that there is a violation of the law when the customer 

tells publicly that Jyske Bank is a criminal organization. 

  

https://youtu.be/V2blXZ_WT2g
https://youtu.be/eKha94OYWBA
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The Danish Penal Code. 

Straffeloven. § 267. Whoever makes or disseminates a statement or other message 

or performs an act that is likely to offend someone's honor, shall be punished for 

defamation by a fine or prison up to 1 year, jf. dog §§ 268 og 269. 

Jyske Bank and their accomplices could refer to the Criminal Code § 267. and § 

268. but no one dares, as everyone knows that Jyske Bank commits fraud, which is 

supported by the Danish state, by all authorities covering up the crime they know 

that Jyske Bank is demonstrably behind, and which was carried out in association 

and therefore aggravating circumstances, which is the case with the fraud, forgery, 

bribery, abuse of power, exploitation, misrepresentation that Jyske Bank is behind. 

 

Her in Danish, you can read an extract of the conditions that make it a case of 

aggravated circumstances. 

Straffeloven § 81 

Straffelovens § 81. This must generally be included as an aggravating circumstance when 

determining the penalty. 

2)at the deed is carried out by several people in association, 

3)at the act is particularly planned or part of extensive crime, 

4)at gerningsmanden tilsigtede, at gerningen skulle have betydelig alvorligere følger, end den 

fik, 

5)at gerningsmanden har udvist særlig hensynsløshed, 

6) 

7) 

8)at gerningen er begået i udførelsen af offentlig tjeneste eller hverv eller under misbrug af 

stilling eller særligt tillidsforhold i øvrigt, 

8) Here it can come into play that authorities, as well as lawyers, judges who should 

administer justice, and sure that the law should be equal for everyone, are themselves 

involved in their actions to cover up criminals and corruption, in order to protect their own 

interests.    

9)at gerningsmanden har fået en anden til at medvirke til gerningen ved tvang, svig eller 

udnyttelse af dennes unge alder eller betydelige økonomiske eller personlige vanskeligheder, 

manglende indsigt, letsind eller et bestående afhængighedsforhold, 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14)  

https://danskelove.dk/straffeloven/267
https://danskelove.dk/straffeloven/267
https://danskelove.dk/straffeloven/268
https://danskelove.dk/straffeloven/268
https://danskelove.dk/straffeloven/81
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There are more videos and many more to come. 

  

28-10-2019. Lundgren's client himself had to make a Final Procedural Document 

the case BS-402 2015-VIB claims Annex 1. is a false date 27-10-2019 is presented 

with a number of spelling and typographical errors, as Lundgren opposes the 

presentation of the case. 

It was then that the client caught one of the honorable lawyers 

who presented what Lundgrens was hired for, but which 

Jyske Bank paid Lundgrens not to present. 

  

APPENDIX 169. document of proceedings 3. The case against Jyske Bank there by 

Morten Ulrik Gade and CEO Anders Christian Dam for being instrumental in 

Jyske Bank A/S being able to deceive their customers, forge documents and lie to 

the court, accomplice Lund Elmer Sandager lawyers and Philip Baruch, Lundgrens 

by Dan Terkildsen, Mette Marie Nielsen, Emil Hald Vendelbo. 04-05-2020. 

APPENDIX 169. copy of procedural document 3. 27-10-2019. provisional Final 

Process Document BS-402 2015-VIB. 

  

Appendix 204. 04-05-2020. pleading III Carsten against Jyske Bank for use of 

fraudulent behavior and forgery of documents. 

  

23-12-2020. Document 4. The case against Jyske Bank, where Morten Ulrik Gade 

and CEO Anders Christian Dam are involved in Jyske Bank A/S being able to 

deceive their customers, forge documents and lie to the court, involved Lund Elmer 

Sandager lawyers and Philip Baruch, Lundgrens by Dan Terkildsen, Mette Marie 

Nielsen, Emil Hald Vendelbo. 23-12-2020. Document 4. THE COURT has been 

presented with the case BS-402-2015-VIB. 

  

14-10-2021. processkrift 5.. Mod Jyske Bank A/S for bondefangeri, og brugen af 

dokumentfalsk og bedrageri så som mandatsvig. Vidner bliver blandt andet CEO 

Anders Christian Dam, Philip Baruch, Dan Terkildsen, Morten Ulrik Gade, Nicolai 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/28-10-2019.-Afsluttende-Processkrift-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB-påstår-Bilag-1.-er-falsk-dato-27-10-2019-er-fremlagt-med-en-del-stave-og-skrivefejl-da-Lundgrens-modarbejde-sagens-fremlæggelse.docx
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/28-10-2019.-Afsluttende-Processkrift-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB-påstår-Bilag-1.-er-falsk-dato-27-10-2019-er-fremlagt-med-en-del-stave-og-skrivefejl-da-Lundgrens-modarbejde-sagens-fremlæggelse.docx
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/28-10-2019.-Afsluttende-Processkrift-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB-påstår-Bilag-1.-er-falsk-dato-27-10-2019-er-fremlagt-med-en-del-stave-og-skrivefejl-da-Lundgrens-modarbejde-sagens-fremlæggelse.docx
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/28-10-2019.-Afsluttende-Processkrift-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB-påstår-Bilag-1.-er-falsk-dato-27-10-2019-er-fremlagt-med-en-del-stave-og-skrivefejl-da-Lundgrens-modarbejde-sagens-fremlæggelse.docx
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/04-05-2020.-BILAG-169.-opr.-processkrift-3.-27-10-2019.-forloebig-Afsluttende-Processkrift-BS-402-2015-VIB..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-204.-processkrift-III-Carsten-mod-Jyske-Bank-for-brug-af-svigagtig-optræden-og-dokumentfalsk.-Word.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-204.-processkrift-III-Carsten-mod-Jyske-Bank-for-brug-af-svigagtig-optræden-og-dokumentfalsk.-Word.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/23-12-2020.-Processkrift-4.-ER-FREMLAGT-RETTEN-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/23-12-2020.-Processkrift-4.-ER-FREMLAGT-RETTEN-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/23-12-2020.-Processkrift-4.-ER-FREMLAGT-RETTEN-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/23-12-2020.-Processkrift-4.-ER-FREMLAGT-RETTEN-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/23-12-2020.-Processkrift-4.-ER-FREMLAGT-RETTEN-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/23-12-2020.-Processkrift-4.-ER-FREMLAGT-RETTEN-sagen-BS-402-2015-VIB.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021.10.14-processkrift-V.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021.10.14-processkrift-V.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021.10.14-processkrift-V.pdf
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Hansen, Casper Dam Olsen da disse har en central rolle i den organiserede 

kriminalitet som Jyske Bank koncernen har stået bag. 

 

 
Jens Grunnet-Nilsson.  Mette Marie Nielsen.  Emil Hald Winstrøm.  Pernille Hellesøe. 

foto Lundgrens.                foto Lundgrens. foto    Lundgrens.                     foto Lundgrens. 

 

 

 
Sebastian Lysholm Nielsen.   Dan Terkildsen. 

foto Lundgrens.                         foto Lundgrens. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021.10.14-processkrift-V.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/2021.10.14-processkrift-V.pdf
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Side 40. I klagen 05-06-2020.  fremgår det mindst på side 40. at der er flere sammen fra Lundgrens 

advokater, om at modarbejde klienten. se alle bilag her.  

Tekst fra klagen. 

Og i strid med klagers instrukser, at intet må sendes til retten uden klagers godkendelse, dette 

skriver klager, meget klart i bare disse Bilag 114. Bilag 115. Bilag 118. Bilag 130. Handler 

Lundgrens advokater / ansatte og imod klientens instrukser. 

Dan Terkildsen. Sebastian Lysholm Nielsen, Emil Hald Windstrøm, Pernille Hellesøe, Jens 

Grunnet-Nielsson, Mette Marie Nielsen. 

Og hvem mere som advokat og partner Dan Terkildsen har instrueret i at modsætte sig klientens 

instrukser, og handle direkte i modstrid med klientens ønsker, og handle mod klientens instrukser. 

 

Og samtidig med at de mange ansatte i Lundgrens Partnerselskab, der skulle hjælpe Lundgrens 

klient, med at få fremlagt klientens svig og falsk sage mod Jyske Bank, hvilket alle i fællesskab 

skjulte over for deres klient at Jyske Bank har indgået et million stort sammenarbejde med 

Lundgrens advokater Bilag 12. efter at klienten 30-01-2018. Bilag 2. reelt anmoder og derefter 

ansatte Lundgrens til at fremlægge en sag mod Jyske Bank som indeholder flere forhold af Svig, se 

det vedhæftede brev af 30-01.2018. Bilag 3. til Lundgrens advokater ved Dan Terkildsen hvor 

klienten oplyser der er flere forhold, bestående af SVIG OG FALSK. 

Klienten finder først 21 september 2019. Bilag 12. og det på Lundgrens egen hjemmeside at 

Lundgrens mellem februar og marts 2018.har indledt et betydeligt og stort økonomisk 

sammenarbejde, dette sammenarbejde påstår Dan Terkildsen han ikke har haft noget 

kendskab til. og har sagt det ikke har haft nogle betydninger for Lundgrens arbejde, hvilket 

klienten er blevet sagsøgt for, eftersom Lundgrens vil have 232.000 dkk for ikke at have 

fremlagt nogle af klientens svig og falske påstande mod Jyske Bank.  

 

Det er tydeligt at korrespondancen mellem klient og Lundgrens dokumenter at Lundgrens 

bevidst og uhæderligt har skjult deres sammenarbejde med Jyske Bank for bevidst at skade 

den lille klient, hvilket advokatnævnets medlemmer har vedtaget ikke er nogle overtrædelse 

af god advokatskik. 

 

Vi har at gøre med alvorligt korruption blandt danske advokater, hvilket det danske 

advokatnævnet ved deres handlinger selv er blevet en del af. 

 

Da advokat nævnet er selvbestemmende, og ingen kan blande sig i nævnets beslutninger, kan 

medlemmerne selv virke ved korruption og det uden indblanding, heller ikke fra 

Justitsministeren.  

Derfor kan ingen stole den korruption som styrer Danmark, ingen kan stole på de lidt større advokat 

virksomheder, som hvis ansatte er at finde i advokatnævnet, når flere ansatte og partnere herfra 

advokatnævnet er medvirkende til at undergrave retssikkerheden for den enkelte som søger hjælp 

hos en Danske advokat. 

 

DETTE ER AVORLIG ANKLAGE MOD ADVOKATNÆVNET OG DE NÆVNTE 

MEDLEMMER, HVILKET HER ER FREMSAT AF DEN LILLE MAND I SAMUNDET, I 

MOD STATEN OG DOMSTOLENE FOR AT VÆRE INVOLVERET I KORRUPTION, 

FOR PÅ DEN MÅDE AT KUNNE DÆKKE OVER MINDST DEN KRIMINELLE JYSKE 

BANK, Hvis dette er en misforståelse , hvorfor er det så ikke en eneste der vil svare.  

 

 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/05-06-2020.-forloebig-pr.-30-01-2023.-bliver-rettet-med-link.-fra-alle-Bilag.-kaldes-klage-bilag-233.-med-27-klageforhold-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-2020-1932..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-114.-23-08-2019.-kl.-16.58.-Svig-alt-skal-med-i-p%C3%A5stande-ville-v%C3%A6re-rat-du-svarede-intet-m%C3%A5-freml%C3%A6gges-uden-godkendelse.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-115.-27-08-2019-Risser-sagen-op-for-at-v%C3%A6re-sikker-p%C3%A5-Lundgrens-freml%C3%A6gger-svig-falsk-som-gentaget-Bilag-40.-fra-06-12-2018-banknyt.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-118.-27-08-2019.-kl.-19.27.-Mail-1.-Til-Lundgrens.-ingen-af-klientens-svig-falsk-p%C3%A5stande-Bilag-28-101.-fremlagt-SE-Bilag-62.-63..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-130.-01-09-2019.-kl-11.44.-gentager-vidner-Anders-Dam.-Philip-Baruch-oplyst-hvergang-vi-har-m%C3%B8dtes-p%C3%A5stade-svig-og-falsk-1.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-12.-21-06-2018.-s.1-til-5.-Lundgrens-oplyser-p%C3%A5-deres-hjemmeside-har-givet-Jyske-Bank-r%C3%A5dgivning-i-en-trecifret-million-handel.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-2.-30-01-2018.-kl.-14.38.-Skriver-til-Lundgrens-og-beder-Dan-terkildsen-at-indtr%C3%A6de-i-en-sag-om-flere-forhold-af-SVIG..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-3.-30-01-2018.-vedh%C3%A6ftet-Bilag-2.-Sagen-i-korte-tr%C3%A6k-vildledt.-ved-svig-og-falsk.-forklaring-af-sag-delvist..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-3.-30-01-2018.-vedh%C3%A6ftet-Bilag-2.-Sagen-i-korte-tr%C3%A6k-vildledt.-ved-svig-og-falsk.-forklaring-af-sag-delvist..pdf
https://www.justitsministeriet.dk/ministeriet/raad-naevn-og-udvalg/advokatnaevnet/
https://www.justitsministeriet.dk/ministeriet/raad-naevn-og-udvalg/advokatnaevnet/
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Min opfordring til advokatnævnets medlemmer, er at de alle besvare mine enkelte spørgsmål, 

som kan relateres til klagen af 5 juni 2020, og 19 oktober 2020. de 26 opfordringer, og nævnets 

afgørelse 30 juni 2021. og at de stopper med at forholde sig tavse, jeg vil stadig gerne i dialog og 

derfor skriver jeg det igen, vi har et stort problem med korruption og korrupte advokater i Danmark, 

i er en del af problemet, derfor Kurt Rasmussen, Ole Hasselgaard eller Martin Lavesen ring nu 

til mig Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup på +4522227713 og aftale et møde, hvor vi kan gennemgå 

mine anklager, har jeg taget fejl vil jeg gerne undskylde, men vil i stadig ikke svare eller tale med 

mig, vil jeg skrive jeres navne i min bog, og deri skrive at i er korrupte, og at advokatnævnet virker 

ved korruption, med henvisning de mange til tidligere, hvor jeg bad jer om at bekræfte at 

kammerateri og korruption er det samme. 

  

  

05-06-2020. Bilag 233.  Klage over Lundgrens advokat partner selskab. v Partner 

Dan Terkildsen. Til advokatnævnet 

  

08-09-2020. "Bilag 241." Lundgrens Dan Terkildsen svare på klagen af 5 juni 2020. 

side 1-4. af 08-09-2020. 

  

19-09-2020. Hjælpe bilag til Dan Terkildsens svar. Bilag 241. Hjælpe bilag til Bilag 

1 - 4. A.B.C.D fremlagt Lundgrens. henvis i Klagen over Advokat Dan Terkildsen. 

19-09-2020 Til advokatsamfundet 28-09-2020. svar på Dan Terkildsens svar af 8 

september med 26 opfordringer som Dan Terkildsen udebliver og svare ikke på en 

eneste af opfordringerne, i klagen sag 2020-1932. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatn%C3%A6vnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dato-19-09-2020-Til-advokatsamfundet-28-09-2020.-svar-paa-Dan-Terkildsens-svar-af-8-september-i-klagen-sag-2020-1932.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
https://www.google.com/search?q=Kurt+Rasmussen+dommer+advokat&newwindow=1&sxsrf=AJOqlzWe3JoSb7qIBhK36tMn_3tRpjkHqA%3A1675083283208&ei=E77XY7ahDPm8xc8P9Ni5mAM&ved=0ahUKEwj29sHAq-_8AhV5XvEDHXRsDjMQ4dUDCA4&uact=5&oq=Kurt+Rasmussen+dommer+advokat&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzIHCAAQHhCiBDIFCAAQogQyBQgAEKIEMgUIABCiBDIHCAAQHhCiBDoICAAQogQQsAM6CggAEB4QogQQsANKBAhBGAFKBAhGGABQ7xlY6CNgqiVoAnAAeACAAaABiAGCA5IBAzEuMpgBAKABAqABAcgBA8ABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
https://www.google.com/search?q=Ole+Hasselgaard+dommer+advokat&newwindow=1&sxsrf=AJOqlzWhNYwooTxu8b5G7UUB6mA65K9Qyg%3A1675083245593&ei=7b3XY7XrI9WXxc8Pm7yEyAs&ved=0ahUKEwj1lcquq-_8AhXVS_EDHRseAbkQ4dUDCA4&uact=5&oq=Ole+Hasselgaard+dommer+advokat&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzIFCAAQogQyBwgAEB4QogQyBQgAEKIEMgUIABCiBDoECC4QJzoFCAAQgAQ6BggAEBYQHjoFCCEQoAE6BwghEKABEAo6BAghEBVKBAhBGABKBAhGGABQAFiYQWDLRGgEcAB4AIABrwGIAZAWkgEEMC4yMJgBAKABAqABAcABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
https://www.google.com/search?q=Martin+Lavesen+advokat&newwindow=1&sxsrf=AJOqlzXcQcaekCbaSGXVtlRDufUBwYnRSQ%3A1675083240357&ei=6L3XY5C6FZG_xc8P1JCdWA&ved=0ahUKEwiQzoqsq-_8AhWRX_EDHVRIBwsQ4dUDCA4&uact=5&oq=Martin+Lavesen+advokat&gs_lcp=Cgxnd3Mtd2l6LXNlcnAQAzIECCMQJzIFCAAQgAQ6BwgjELADECc6CAgAEIAEELADOgcIABAeELADOgYIABAWEB5KBAhBGAFKBAhGGABQrxFYgRxgxh9oAnAAeACAAbEBiAG5CJIBAzAuOJgBAKABAcgBCsABAQ&sclient=gws-wiz-serp
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatnævnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatnævnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatnævnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-233.-05-06-2020.-Klage-over-Lundgrens-advokat-partner-selskab.-v-Partner-Dan-Terkildsen.-Til-advokatnævnet.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Bilag-241.-side-1-4.-af-08-09-2020..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Bilag-241.-side-1-4.-af-08-09-2020..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Bilag-241.-Hjaelpe-bilag-til-Bilag-1-4.-A.B.C.D-fremlagt-Lundgrens.-henvis-i-Klagen-over-Advokat-Dan-Terkildsen-19-09-2020..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Bilag-241.-Hjaelpe-bilag-til-Bilag-1-4.-A.B.C.D-fremlagt-Lundgrens.-henvis-i-Klagen-over-Advokat-Dan-Terkildsen-19-09-2020..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dato-19-09-2020-Til-advokatsamfundet-28-09-2020.-svar-paa-Dan-Terkildsens-svar-af-8-september-i-klagen-sag-2020-1932.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dato-19-09-2020-Til-advokatsamfundet-28-09-2020.-svar-paa-Dan-Terkildsens-svar-af-8-september-i-klagen-sag-2020-1932.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Dato-19-09-2020-Til-advokatsamfundet-28-09-2020.-svar-paa-Dan-Terkildsens-svar-af-8-september-i-klagen-sag-2020-1932.pdf
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25-09-2020. klagen over advokatselskabet Lundgrens ved Dan Terkildsen 

Dan har 25-09-2020. modtaget kopi af klagers afsluttende bemærkninger med de 26 nye 

opfordringer. 

Med svar frist til 12-10-2020. 

Nederst i brev skriver advokatnævnet 

Hvis sekretariatet ikke har modtaget Dan Terkildsens afsluttende bemærkninger inden fristens 

udløb, vil sagen blive afgjort på det foreliggende grundlag. 
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30-10-2020. Klagen over Lundgrens, 2020-1932. 

Advokatnævnet skriver Dan Terkildsen ikke har svaret på brevet af 25. september 2020. 

Sekretariatet bede om deres afsluttende bemærkninger senest 9. November ( Til Klagers afsluttende 

bemærkninger af 19 september.) 
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02-11-2020. Klagen over Lundgrens, 2020-1932. 

Med henvisning til brevet 29-10-2020 

Vedlagt kopi af brevet af 29. oktober fra klager til advokatnævnet. ( Dette blev af 29 oktober blev 

overbragt til Lundgrens samme dato.) 

Sekretariatet bede om deres afsluttende bemærkninger senest 17. November ( Til Klagers 

afsluttende bemærkninger af 19 september.) 
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08-12-2020. Advokatnævnet skriver at Lundgrens Partner Dan Terkildsen ikke har svaret nævnet på 

brev 25-09 og 30-10. 

Hvor Advokatsamfundet / nævnet beder om at Dan Terkildsen afgiver sine afsluttende 

bemærkninger 19-09-2020. 
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30-06-2021. Kendelse over Lundgrens Dan Terkildsen. 2020-1932. forside og side 1 

-10. 30-06-2021. KLAGEN afvises, hører under domstolen, således skriver 

advokatnævnet skriver at det ikke er klienten som bestemmer deres egen sag, / 

sagen blev kun fremlagt for 5 medlemmer, og ikke mindst 20 medlemmer. kan ikke 

her se hvem eller hvilket medlemmer der har vurderet klage, og kan derfor heller 

ikke kontrollere deres relationer op til Jyske Bank, Lundgrens og Lund Elmer 

Sandager advokater. der alle er involveret i bankens million svindel i et eller andet 

omfang. / magtens elite har afvist og godkender derfor at en advokat ikke skal 

varetage klientens interesser. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/oeoe.pdf
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Advokat nævnet angriber danskernes retssikkerhed, og deres formand Martin Lavesen fra DLA 

Piper Advokater, dækker fortsat over de kriminelle advokater, som har medvirket til Jyske Bank's 

Bedrageri mod bankens kunde. (Kunder) 

Side 1 af 2. 

Brev 03-09-2021. Fra advokat nævnet der har frikendt Lundgrens advokater, selv om disse er 

korrupte, og tog mod returkommission fra Jyske Bank, for efterfølgende ikke at fremlægge nogle af 

klientens anbringer og påstande mod Jyske Bank A/S 

og iøvrigt ikke vil fortage sig mere. 

Når Birgitte Frølund fra Hjorten Advokater. / Jens Steen Jensen fra Kromann Reumert Advokater. / 

Jurist Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgaard fra Forbrugerklagenævnet. / Henrik Hyltoft fra Dansk 

erhverv. Og også advokat nævnets formand Martin Lavesen fra DLA Piper Advokater, tolker at det 

som Lundgrens advokater og særligt deres partner Dan Terkildsen har lavet ikke er en overtrædelse 

af god advokat skik. 

Så må det deles, så andre end Lundgrens advokater også må tage mod bestikkelse, for at deres 

klienters påstande, for at skuffe i retsforhold. 
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Side 1 af 2. 

 

Brev 03-09-2021. Fra advokat nævnet der 30-06-2020 har frikendt Lundgrens advokater i 

afgørelsen 2020-1932. selv om disse Lundgrens tydeligvis er korrupte, og tog mod den 

returkommission Jyske Bank A/S. 
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Since the entire body of lawyers chooses to acquit and reject 

27 well-documented complaints, where Lundgren's Partner 

Dan Terkildsen does not answer a single one of 26 calls, I have 

no doubt that this is covert corruption to cover up the corrupt 

Lundgren's lawyers, as well as it is Jyske Bank that has bribed 

Lundgren's lawyers. 

  

  

I have emphasized in the complaint that at least these members and employees of 

Lundgren's lawyers have worked together against the client. 

Starting with Dan Terkildsen. Sebastian Lysholm Nielsen, Emil Hald Windstrøm, 

Pernille Hellesøe, Jens Grunnet-Nielsson, Mette Marie Nielsen. 

Which has been presented to Lundgren's management and 

director, who cannot contradict my accusations, and who 

therefore have the choice to block my email at the last minute, 

since the state and authorities together with members of the 

court are all covering up the corrupt Lundgren's lawyers. 
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If I'm wrong, meet me and let's review my evidence and tell 

me why since October 2019 you have not dared to answer me 

in my accusations against Lundgrens for being a corrupt law 

firm. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures 

 

Partner of the corrupt Lundgren's lawyer partner company, warning. 

 

 
Jens Grunnet-Nilsson.  Mette Marie Nielsen.  Emil Hald Winstrøm.  Pernille Hellesøe. 

foto Lundgrens.    foto Lundgrens.    foto Lundgrens.    foto Lundgrens. 

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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.   

Sebastian Lysholm Nielsen.   Dan Terkildsen. 

foto Lundgrens.                     foto Lundgrens. 

 

 
These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures 

 

The Bar Council 

The Bar Council an independent complaints board that deals with complaints 

about lawyers. 

The board's decisions cannot be appealed to another administrative authority. The 

Ministry of Justice therefore does not have the opportunity to process complaints 

about the Bar Council's decisions or about the board's case processing. 

  

http://www.banknyt.dk/
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In this way, the Ministry of Justice has given the bar association the right to act and 

work for corruption among Danish lawyers. 

You are welcome to share this information. 

 

Jens Steen Jensen from Kromann Reumert lawyers, Birgitte 

Frølund from Horten lawyers, Kurt Rasmussen from the 

Supreme Court, Rikke Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgård from the 

consumer complaints board and Henrik Hyltoft from the 

Organization Dansk Erhverv, a decision that Martin Lavesen 

from DLA Pipper lawyers agree with, that. 

  

1. It is not a breach of good legal practice: that it is the lawyers alone who 

decide what a client may be presented with in terms of allegations and pleas. 

2. It is not a breach of good legal practice: that it is the lawyers alone who 

decide which evidence a client may have presented for the client's claims and 

pleas. 

3. It is not a breach of good legal practice: for the lawyer to change the client's 

claim, if a client claims something that is untrue, false or invalid, then the 

lawyer is free to change the client's claim to the opposite. 

4. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers do not respond to the 

client's inquiries. 

5. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers do not share the 

plaintiff's pleadings with the client. 
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6. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers do not share the 

defendant's pleadings with the client. 

7. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers do not share all court 

records with the client. 

8. It is not a breach of good legal practice: that lawyers do not give the client a 

copy of all court records, even if the client requests the lawyer to do so. 

9. It is not a breach of good legal practice: that lawyers do not give the client a 

copy of all court records, even if the client requests both the lawyer and the 

court to do so. "Which happened by requesting the court for access to 

documents in his case against Jyske Bank A/S as Lundgren's lawyers would 

not hand over to the client a copy of all court records and pleadings." 

10. It is not a breach of good legal practice: that even if lawyers have confirmed 

orally, "or on the record" to their clients, that these lawyers do not present 

anything to the court without the client's complete agreement with the 

lawyer, lawyers may subsequently present allegations, which is not 

comparable to the client's claims. 

11. It is not a breach of good legal practice: For lawyers to change the client's 

pleadings, even if the client has written to the lawyer, you must not present 

anything to the court without my "client" having approved it. 

12. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers change the client's 

pleadings, even without informing the client. In other words, lawyers do not 

have to share anything that the lawyer presents. 

13. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers call witnesses other 

than those the client has said, even without informing the client about it. 

14. It is not a breach of good legal practice: for lawyers to remove the client's 

witnesses, even without informing the client. 

15. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers make a mess of 

spelling when presenting annexes. 

16. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers mislead the client. 

17. It is not a violation of good legal practice: For lawyers to write services on a 

client, such as taxi bills on a client, even if it does not concern the client. 

18. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers do not answer the 

client's questions concerning questions about whether other lawyers from the 

same law office may have worked for the same company against which the 

client's lawyer is employed to present a fraudulent and false case. 

19. It is not a violation of good legal practice: that lawyers do not answer their 

clients' questions, and that the lawyer then takes a fee / payment for not 

answering what their clients ask. 

20. It is not a breach of good legal practice: For lawyers to hide from their clients 

that the court has written to the lawyer, the court will disregard the client's 

own written testimony, with the client's claims and annexes that support the 

client's explanation, which the client himself sent to the court, after the 

lawyer himself forgot to present the client's claims. 
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21. It is not a violation of good legal practice: It is a criminal offense for a lawyer 

to encourage a client to continue to carry out actions that the opposing 

party's lawyer in a case has written to the client's lawyer. 

22. It is not a violation of good legal practice: For a lawyer to withhold letters 

from the client in which the client is accused of committing a criminal 

offense, since lawyers do not need to inform the client that the client is 

accused of violating the criminal law. 

23. It is not a breach of good legal practice: breaking confidentiality in legal 

matters, not hiding email addresses that have been sent to the BBC. and 

which the client wants hidden. 

24. It is not a breach of good legal practice: Lawyers are welcome to take 

payment for tasks that have not been carried out. 

  

28-01-2023 21.33. Gmail - JYSKE BANK and  The Danish State. Now solve your 

problems internally before I have to go to the state for accomplices, in which case 

they will not participate in my investigation. 

 

  

Try to give me the answer yourself, the answer that you think, is the best answer in 

a rule of law, that is not ruled by corrupt lawyers, corruption among the judge and 

authorities 

Your answer to the question will be used in a study about the Danes' legal 

certainty, when the state itself covers up criminal Danish organizations, or criminal 

large Danish companies. 

You can send answers to banknyt@gmail.com 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
mailto:banknyt@gmail.com
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Depending on what Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen and 

Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard. answer on the 

questions, about what they think does not violate human 

rights in Denmark. 

  

Then these questions can of course be shared on social media such as Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, and such places. 

Participate in the investigation of what you believe is the biggest threat to the legal 

security of an entire Danish country. 

When the state and the authorities have responded the question, we will know 

whether the Danish government and the state are still covering up Danish Banks 

fraud against their customers, or not. 

And in that case, if some Danish authorities do not want to answer, their non-

appearance is merely an underlining, that they are complicit in the organized crime 

that Jyske Bank group with leaders as CEO Anders Christian Dam is behind. 

  

 

  

28 January 2023. time PM 5.32. Update. This can be solved by dialogue, you should 

try. - Can Jyske bank lose the right to operate a bank, after the management of 

CEO Anders Christian Dam has refused to stop the bank's fraud against 

customers, and because Jyske Bank subsequently chose to use bribes from 

Lundgren's lawyers, the law firm that was supposed to help the client present Jyske 

Bank's use of fraud, forgery, bad faith, power of attorney abuse, exploitation and 

much more, the question is whether parliament is even willing to launch an inquiry 

or the government will simply cover up this organized fraud. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
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I have attached some of the latest e-mails that have been sent to the Parliament, the 

courts, the prosecution and Jyske Bank itself. 

I am still trying to get a meeting and conversation with the Parliament and Jyske 

Bank about what I am writing. 

   

Which is why I request that Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen, Minister of Justice 

Peter Hummelgaard and Jyske Bank's director Anders Christian Dam call me on. 

+4522227713. So that we can talk together. 

  

 

As I have said and written repeatedly, I want to meet with the 

Danish elite, simply to investigate. Whether the Danish State 

and Jyske Bank's management want me to continue writing, 

just as I have done since 2016. Or if you want that this writing 

is enough, and if you may want to talk to me, as I want to talk 

with you all. 

  

 

In that case, neither the Danish authorities nor anyone in the Parliament have still 

wants to answer anything, you just have to answer that the Danish state does not 

want to answer, or otherwise wants to joke or have a dialogue about some of the 

problems of the rule of law in Denmark, which I refer to, and say is undermining a 

rule of law. 

 

If you have a suggestion for how, in addition to writing, I can 

get in touch and dialogue with the Danish State, regarding my 

wishes for a better society without cronyism, corruption and 

abuse of power ruling Denmark, then this is a call for help to 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-21.33.-Gmail-Now-solve-your-problems-internally-before-I-have-to-go-to-the-state-for-accomplices-in-which-case-they-will-not-participate-in-my-investigation.pdf
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stop the corrupt lawyers and the judges who cover up 

corruption and organized crime in Denmark. 

 

Regards. 

Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup 

Soevej 5. 

3100. Hornbaek. 

Denmark. 

  

 

Try reading this email 28 January 2023 at 17.32 , and see how many authorities 

have knowledge of Jyske Bank's fraud, as well as that Jyske Bank has bribed 

Lundgren's lawyers, note that to this day everyone has stuck their heads in the 

ground, to cover up Jyske Bank may lose the right to operate a bank in Denmark 

why Jyske Bank's shares may become worthless 

Here you can see the post 28-01-2023. updates with all images that have been 

inserted in the mail. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-01-2023-kl.-17.32-Gmail-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop-the-banks-fraud.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/28-January-2023.-time-PM-5.32.-Opdate.-This-can-be-solved-by-dialogue-you-should-try.-Can-Jyske-bank-lose-the-right-to-operate-a-bank-after-the-management-of-CEO-Anders-Christian-Dam-has-refused-to-stop.pdf
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I am currently conducting a closer investigation into the corruption in Denmark. 

And if Denmark's Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard, together with the 

Ministry of Justice, wants to cover up corrupt lawyers, and cover up criminal 

Danish banks, thereby helping employees of the Bar Council, Denmark's courts, as 

well as employees of Kromann Reumert, Horten, Lund Elmer Sandager, DLA 

Piper, Lundgrens, Danish business, with undermining the legal certainty for the 

Danish population. 

But also the foreign companies, that have trade with some of Denmark's largest 

companies. 

  

I'm doing an investigation about the Danish Ministry of Justice 

support legal certainty, or whether the Ministry of Justice rather would cover up 

the organized crime in Denmark, that Jyske Bank A/S is behind, and which 

involves several helpers, Or whether the Minister of Justice will start working to 

secure justice, and fight to stop the cronyism "corruption" that has infiltrated 

several of the Danish authorities, and which is helping to undermine the principles 

of the rule of law, justice. 
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I recommend that you seek dialogue rather 

than war. 

A letter that deals with how deeply ingrained corruption is in 

the Danish State, authorities and large Danish organisations, 

companies and law firms. 

Unless these people and companies all agree with, Jens Steen 

Jensen, Birgitte Frølund, Kurt Rasmussen, Rikke Skadhauge 

Seerup Krogsgård, Henrik Hyltoft and Martin Lavesen in that 

none of these examples are violations of good legal practice. 

 

Help me to get in touch and dialogue so that this can stop, and in a fair way 

The Prime Minister's Office. 

 

The Danish Parliament and the Government 

Prince Jørgens Gård 1. 

1218 Copenhagen. 

Denmark. 

Please present it to Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen. 

And to the. 

Ministry of Justice 

Slotsholmsgade 10, 1216 Copenhagen. 

 

I request that you hand the letter over to Head of Department 

Johan Kristian Legarth, who can familiarize himself with the 

contents of the letter. 
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And that the Head of Department then presents the letter to the Minister of Justice, 

Peter Hummelgaard 

 

Read here Draft of the letter I am about to write, February 

2024. 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood picture. 

       

  

24 januar 2023. 

  

The Prime Minister's Office. 

The Danish Parliament and the Government 

Prins Jørgens Gård 1. 

1218 Copenhagen. 

Denmark. 

  

Dear Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen. 

 

As you and the government are aware, I have written continuously to the Prime 

Minister's office since April 2019, starting with inquiries to Lars Løkke Rasmussen, 

and then the subsequent Prime Minister, who is you. 

http://banknyt.dk/23-01-2023-jeg-skriver-her-og-beder-alle-modtagere-af-dette-brev-inklusive-regeringen-og-statsminister-mette-frederiksen-om-at-du-og-i-bekraefter-at-i-er-enige-med-jens-steen-jensen-fra-krom/
http://banknyt.dk/23-01-2023-jeg-skriver-her-og-beder-alle-modtagere-af-dette-brev-inklusive-regeringen-og-statsminister-mette-frederiksen-om-at-du-og-i-bekraefter-at-i-er-enige-med-jens-steen-jensen-fra-krom/
http://www.banknyt.dk/
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I have, of course, noted that neither you, nor your predecessor VENSTRE and Lars 

Løkke Rasmussen have wanted to answer me on even a single one of my many 

inquiries 

. 

  

  

14-01-2023. I ask you and the Ministry of Justice as the 

highest authority to answer 3 questions. My questions are 

about whether the Danes have some legal certainty or whether 

Danish economic societal interests are above legal certainty. 

Please answer. 

 
My book about the criminal Bank, and must warn other nations and those who trade with large 

Danish companies such as Jyske Bank. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/14-01-2023.-kl.-16.09.-I-ask-you-and-the-Ministry-of-Justice-as-the-highest-authority-to-answer-3-questions..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/14-01-2023.-kl.-16.09.-I-ask-you-and-the-Ministry-of-Justice-as-the-highest-authority-to-answer-3-questions..pdf
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Gratis advokathjælp. / Free legal assistance. 

Vi søger personer/virksomheder til 

gruppesøgsmål, der har været udsat for 

tvangsauktioner under byretten i Hillerød de 

sidste tre år med Jyske bank, jyske realkredit 

som rekvirent. Forløbet behøver ikke være 

endt med tvangsauktion, men skal inkludere 

besøg på ejendommen. 

We are looking for people/companies for class actions that have been subject to forced auctions under the district 

court in Hillerød for the last three years with Jyske bank, Jyske realkredit as the applicant. The process does not 

have to end with a forced auction, but must include a visit to the property. 

Henvendelse til ehr@dktc.dk 

 

18-01-2023. You can read my email here, and attached letter 

to the Ministry of Justice, Minister of Justice Peter 

Hummelgaard and to the Ministry of Prime Minister, 

Statsmister Mette Frederiksen, which is shared with Jyske 

Bank and their management and legal department. 

mailto:ehr@dktc.dk
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/18-01-2023.-kl.-15.59.-til-Justistministeren-og-til-Statsministeren-DETTE-HER-ER-EN-SKANDALE.-OG-JYSKE-BANK-HAR-GJORT-DET-VAeRRE-OG-BOeR-TAGE-DERES-ANSVAR..pdf
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I have again on 18-01-2023 written an email which is the 

question to the Ministry of Justice, whether they, or the Prime 

Minister's Ministry, will contribute to undermining legal 

certainty. 

 

Just like the letter here with content, which is partly from the 

Link, which is written to the Minister of Justice Peter 

Hummelgaard, and Ministry of Justice, Denmark's highest 

authority that is over. 

  

 

  

The police the letter here with content, which is partly from the Link 23-03-2016. 

part. 1. 23-06-2016. part 2. and 28-06-2016, reported Jyske Bank to the police for fraud, 

which, however, must turn out to be a far more extensive fraud than what I could have 

imagined in 2016. a fraud which the police 27-05-2016. writes they would not investigate, back 

then I didn't know that Denmark was ruled by cronyism / corruption, so I choose 28-06-2016. 

to complain about the lack of investigation to the state attorney, with a copy to the public 

prosecutor's office SAK@ankl.dk which the state attorney at law 25-11-2016. again declined 

to investigate. 

  

The reason for rejecting the investigation was that Jyske bank made an agreement 

on a loan relationship in 2008, THERE IS JUST ONE PROBLEM. no money was 

ever lent in 2008 where Jyske Bank 2 interest rate hedges, to cover the interest rate 

risk on the underlying loan, which contributed to gross fraud, and the one who has 

worked much the same, to cover up Jyske Bank's million fraud, these are 2 of Jyske 

Bank's employees Nicolai Hansen and Casper Dam Olsen together they have both 

lied to trick me into thinking that I have borrowed DKK 4,328,000. so that the bank 

could, in BAD FAITH, take interest on a loan that was never taken home, that is, 

by means of abuse of power of attorney and forgery of documents, that part of the 

fraud was handled by Jeanett Kofoed-Hansen. 

http://banknyt.dk/15-01-2023-afventer-svar-fra-justitsministeriet-justitsminister-peter-hummelgaard-mens-jeg-venter-paa-at-justitsministeriet-svare-om-det-er-god-advokatskik-at-skjule-og-tilbageholde-flere-proce/
http://banknyt.dk/15-01-2023-afventer-svar-fra-justitsministeriet-justitsminister-peter-hummelgaard-mens-jeg-venter-paa-at-justitsministeriet-svare-om-det-er-god-advokatskik-at-skjule-og-tilbageholde-flere-proce/
https://www.justitsministeriet.dk/
https://www.justitsministeriet.dk/ministeriet/justitsvaesenet/politi-2/
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-169.-23-03-2016.-s-1-til-8.-Politianm%C3%A6ldelse-Jyske-Bank-for-Dokumentfalsk-bedrageri.-R%C3%B8dstenen-overdraget-til-Lundgrens-..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-169.-23-03-2016.-s-1-til-8.-Politianm%C3%A6ldelse-Jyske-Bank-for-Dokumentfalsk-bedrageri.-R%C3%B8dstenen-overdraget-til-Lundgrens-..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-170.-23-03-2016.-s.1-til-15.-i-politi-anm%C3%A6ldelse-af-Jyske-bank.-kopi-til-R%C3%B8dstenden-der-sender-sagen-til-Lundgrens..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-171.-28-06-2016.-s.1-til-12.-anm%C3%A6ldelse-flere-forhold-mod-Jyske-bank-til-anm%C3%A6ldelse-Klagens-Bilag-169.-23-03-2016..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-196.-27-05-2016.-Politiet-afviser-efterforske-Jyske-Bank-anm%C3%A6ldelse-23-03-2016.-bedrageri-dokumentfalsk.-kopi-ikke-s%C3%A5-god.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-197.-28-06-2016.-Stads-advokaten-klage-Bank-ikke-efterforskes-misbrug-fuldmagt-bortskaffelse-dokumenter-dokumentfalsk.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-197.-28-06-2016.-Stads-advokaten-klage-Bank-ikke-efterforskes-misbrug-fuldmagt-bortskaffelse-dokumenter-dokumentfalsk.pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Bilag-198.-25-11-2016.-SAK-2016-41-3357.-Politiet-vil-ikke-efterforske-sagen-skal-f%C3%B8res-cevil-retligt-hvorfor-LOYALIT-er-afg%C3%B8rende.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolai-hansen-4ab76530/?originalSubdomain=dk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/casper-dam-olsen-468a582/?originalSubdomain=dk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeanett-kofoed-hansen-0527437a/?originalSubdomain=dk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeanett-kofoed-hansen-0527437a/?originalSubdomain=dk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeanett-kofoed-hansen-0527437a/?originalSubdomain=dk
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Today I know that it is connected in this way, Jeanett Kofoed-

Hansen for Jyske Bank A/S started by committing power of 

attorney abuse, document forgery, abuse of Jyske Bank's 

access to land registration rights and mandate fraud, and that 

these criminal matters are carried out in collaboration with 

Nicolai Hansen, who even on February 2010 chose to take 

advantage of the notification that the customer had suffered a 

brain haemorrhage in November 2009. 

It is a short time after the customer became seriously ill that 

Nicolai Hansen deliberately and in bad faith chose to send the 

sick customer false and incorrect information, such as that the 

customer had taken out a loan of DKK 4,328,000 and that they 

then made an interest hedge on DKK 4,328,000 with Jyske 

Bank. 

Jyske Bank can thus raise around DKK 2,500,000 in interest 

over the next 20 years. it is then Jyske Bank's plan to lie and 

confuse, as well as lead the customer into confusion, which 

Nicolai Hansen together with Casper Dam Olsen stands for, so 

when Casper Dam Olsen together with Nicolai Hansen 

January 2012, writes that you "the customer" put it 

underlying loans for interest hedging, then there are 2 

employees who have joined together to lie in bad faith, which 

was again to cover up the offenses that Jeanett Kofoed-

Hansen, together with Nicolai Hansen, were behind. 

  

15 May 2022. Here is some of the evidence that Jyske Bank is 

lying, with attachments, documentation is registered, and is 

not finished. 

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/15-maj-2022.-Her-er-beviser-for-at-Jyske-Bank-lyver-med-bilag-er-ikke-faerdig..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/15-maj-2022.-Her-er-beviser-for-at-Jyske-Bank-lyver-med-bilag-er-ikke-faerdig..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/15-maj-2022.-Her-er-beviser-for-at-Jyske-Bank-lyver-med-bilag-er-ikke-faerdig..pdf
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Partly to cover up the fact that Jyske Bank has already started 

exposing the customer to financial crime on 30-12-2008. 

  

Abuse of power of attorney, mandate fraud, document 

forgery, and that Jyske Bank has abused the bank's access to 

land registration rights. 

  

  

It was easy for a Jyske Bank employee to expose me to fraud, as several of the 

bank's employees worked together to take advantage of the fact that I was ill after a 

major brain haemorrhage. 

 

But to fight against criminal Danish banks who even use 

bribes to keep their victims' cases out of court, and when at 

the same time there is corruption among Danish judges, who 

like to manipulate witnesses' explanations out of the case, as 

they are incriminating for the criminal bank. 

  

And my 4-year struggle to have it presented that Jyske Bank is behind the fraud 

and that it was carried out in bad faith against first the corrupt Lundgren's 

lawyers, until I find an honorable lawyer in 2020, and can finally have my case 

presented. 

 

I have been told from the inside that if the police did not want to investigate Jyske 

Bank's crime, it was a political decision. 

The State's lawyer in 2016 refused to investigate, the police have received several 

emails which also accuse Jyske Bank A/S of having bribed Lundgren's lawyers, the 
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National Police says to this bribery case that when payment is made between 2nd 

private companies, it is not is illegal, i.e. in the opinion of the national police, Jyske 

Bank A/S is happy to pay Lundgren's lawyers to prevent justice for their client, this 

in that Jyske Bank paid Lundgren's to withhold my fraud case against Jyske Bank, 

i.e. that Lundgren's lawyers had to ensure that their own client, never presented 

their fraud case against Jyske Bank to the court. 

  

About legal certainty and corruption in 

Denmark. 

When I write about the basic legal principles according to 

which the Danish state works, this work seems to be 

surrounded by cronyism, i.e. corruption, which I will be able 

to ascertain with my inquiry to the Minister of Justice, if it is 

cronyism that is taking place, all the way up to the Ministry of 

Justice and above, which makes the Danish state corrupt. 

05-06-2023. The 6 questions for what, according to the Bar 

Council, is not a breach of good legal practice. they are spread 

over 6 pages. to Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen and 

Minister of Justice Peter Hummelgaard with reference to 

earlier inquiries. 

 

 

In my book, I will write that the Ministry of Justice itself 

contributes to undermining legal certainty for the individual Dane, 

and that the Ministry of Justice is instrumental in covering up 

corrupt Danish lawyers and criminal Danish banks, depends 

entirely on their answers to the 6 questions. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
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• If the Ministry of Justice refuses to answer the question whether 

clients in a law firm have a legal right to be handed over their 

own and the other party's pleadings in a case. 

 

• Or that the Ministry of Justice replies that Minister of Justice 

Peter Hummelgaard completely agrees with the members of the 

Bar Council, who come from high-ranking positions in the 

Supreme Court. / the Danish Court of Justice, Kromann 

Reumert lawyers, Horten lawyers and Dansk Erhverv, as well as 

in the Consumer Complaints Board. these employees agree that. 

  

It is not a violation of good legal practice when a lawyer / law 

firm withholds pleadings that the client's own lawyer has 

presented. 

  

Added UPDATED  

Nor is it a breach of good legal practice. 

. 

  

Kurt Rasmussen, Birgitte Frølund, Jens Steen Jensen, Rikke 

Skadhauge Seerup Krogsgaard, Henrik Hyltoft and Martin 

Lavesen. 

  

IT IS NOT AN INFRINGEMENT OF GOOD LAWYER 

PRACTICE, WHEN A LAWYER HIDES AND 

WITHHOLDS ONE OR MORE DOCUMENTS FROM 
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THEIR CLIENTS, WHETHER THEY ARE THE 

DOCUMENTS OF THE CLIENT'S ATTORNEY, OR OF 

THE OPPOSING PARTY. 

  

The National Police has approved that the Jyske Bank group must not be allowed 

to conduct an investigation into the fact that Jyske Bank has bribed Lundgren's 

lawyers not to present my and the client's fraud case against Jyske Bank. 

  

In addition, these authorities are also under the Ministry of Justice, such as  

"PET  Police Intelligence." 

 

The prosecution There have been several email inquiries about Jyske 
Bank's fraud and that Jyske Bank has bribed Lundgren's lawyers, as well 
as the Civil Agency is under the Ministry of Justice and has refused to 
grant free trial, as the Civil Agency does not believe that this case and 
story is in the public's interest, which is a way for the state to stop a 
case against Jyske Bank for organized fraud when the Danish State 
denies the victim of the bank's financial crime and the authorities 
ensure that the victim does not get help with investigations, and deny 
the victim financial help to conduct a civil fraud and false case against 
Jyske Bank. 

Other options under the Ministry of Justice are. 

 

 

 

https://www.justitsministeriet.dk/ministeriet/justitsvaesenet/pet-2/
https://www.justitsministeriet.dk/ministeriet/justitsvaesenet/pet-2/
http://banknyt.dk/15-01-2023-afventer-svar-fra-justitsministeriet-justitsminister-peter-hummelgaard-mens-jeg-venter-paa-at-justitsministeriet-svare-om-det-er-god-advokatskik-at-skjule-og-tilbageholde-flere-proce/
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If we are talking about conspiracy theories, as the 

corrupt Lundgren's lawyers at Dan Terkildsen 

allege, see the appendix of the complaint. 

Or is it a conspiracy of lawyers, judges, the 

Financial Supervisory Authority and others who 

are working together to deprive the Danes of their 

right to self-determination, and who are doing this 

to cover up some of Denmark's largest criminal 

enterprises, which are collaboration partners with 

the Danish state. 

In other words, the State's economic interests are 

above Danish law. 

  

 
My evidence for this Danish bank's fraud and forgery can close Jyske Bank as a bank in 

Denmark if the government stops covering up the fraudulent bank. 

  

 

 

http://banknyt.dk/05-06-2020-appendix-list-to-the-complaint-against-lundgrens-lawyers-for-being-bribed-not-to-submit-their-clients-claims-against-the-jyske-bank-group/
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Regards 

  

Carsten Storbjerg Skaarup 

Soevej 5 

3100 Hornbaek 

  

Phone 

+4522227713 

  

Mail 

Banknyt@gmail.com 

Carsten.storbjerg@gmail.com 

 

These pictures are not on http://http://www.banknyt.dk and are just mood pictures 

mailto:Banknyt@gmail.com
mailto:Carsten.storbjerg@gmail.com
http://www.banknyt.dk/
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Letters and attachments that were delivered April 2019 and sent to the Prime Minister, the State Ministry, 
the Ministry of Justice, the Minister of Justice, the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority and many more, 

and not a single one has wanted to answer anything, as the State has great economic interests in Jyske 
Bank's money machine, than the State have interests in the law being equal for everyone, it turns out that 

the largest Danish companies are willing to commit fraud, this must apply to all of Denmark's largest 
companies, but we are waiting for the Danish Prime Minister to respond and thereby confirm whether 

the Prime Minister's Office is part of corruption in Denmark. 

  

http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
http://banknyt.dk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/05-06-2023.-de-6-spoergsmaal-fordelt-paa-6-sider.-til-Statsministeren-Mette-Frederiksen-samt-Justitsministeren-Peter-Hummelgaard-med-henvsning-til-tidligre-henvendelser..pdf
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Copy of http://www.Bankknyt.dk to the authorities and Jyske 

Bank to find out if there is something they do not agree with, 

and therefore want to correct something or correct for 

misunderstandings. 

Theories of corruption or a conspiracy where the entire Danish 

state does everything. to protect Danish and criminal banks 

with which the state itself collaborates. 

http://www.bankknyt.dk/

